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The JPL Low-Cost Solar Array (LSA) Plooject is funded by DOE and forms part of 
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development of low-cost solar arrays. 
The Solar Ar:t>ay ManWacturing Industry Costing Standards ISAMICS) are a 'Part of 
the LSA Project Analysis and I1l.tegration Activity and are intended to provide a 
standard procedure and data base for estimating, from descriptions of the manufac-
turing processes, the price at which solar modules would have to be sol,l to realize 
a specified after-tax of return on equity. 
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EltECOTIVE SUMMI\RY 
A. Introduction 
'.the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is currently nanaging a research" 
and development project sponsored by the tepartment of Energy to re-
duce the cost of photovoltaic solar collectors. JPL has subcontracted 
the technology development to over 50 universities and manufacturing 
fitIl1S. 
An irrg;lortant part of the program is the developnent of the Solar Array 
Manufacturing Industry Cbsting Standards (SAMICS). '.these standards 
unify economic and financial assumptions to provide comparable cost 
estimates for the alternative manufacturing technologies under develop-
ment by the subcontractors. 
Theodore Barry & Associates has been contacted to provide industrial 
management consulting and facilities engineering support for the 
development and ~lementation of SAMICS. 
".'", . . 
• .' I • • SAMICS has been fonnulated as a conputer simulation model. Given a 
proper description of the .nanufacturing technology as input, this 
model computes the manufacturing price of solar arrays for a broad 
range of production levels. However r the ending point of thE! model is 
the loading dock of the fin.u nanufacturer.'lhat is; the SAMICSmodel 
does not include the cost of narketing and distribut;ing the product to 
the final customer and the costs of preparing the site and installing 
the arrays. 'lhis report presentea mode;!, for computing '!;hese 'lllarket:i.ng 
and distribution costs. other models wilt be developed to oornputethe 
site installation and~erations ~osts. 
'!his marketing and distribution modEl'l is a si1T!Pli:ficatipn ifltended to 
recognize the added costs of narketing and transporting the solar 
arrays from the factOl:y to the dUstGmer. '!he medel covers selling, 
transportation, and storage costs j.n ·transit fran the loadin9' dock to 
the point of use. 
This section presents an executive summary of the model equations and 
the test" case results. '!he test case exercised the equations in the 
madel and provides a clearer understanding of the magnitude of nar-
keting and distribution ¢osts in deciding the economic feasibility~f 
photovoltaic solar collectors. 
B. Marketing Model 
The marketing model computeo1 the cosl; of selling solar attays. These 
costs include: 
• Sales personnel salaries 
• Office facilities cost 
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• 
• 
Sales expenses 
Travel and entertainment 
Canmunications 
Office supplies 
Advertising expenses 
. 
It is assumed that these costs vary for.tl:i.J;ferent types of customers, 
and the model computes the costs by type of custaner. Custaners are 
des~ribed by their average order quantity. The model allows for up to 
three Clhi'lSeS of custaners. For example, small residential, inter-. 
mediate ~~ercial, and large utilities. In the test case, the 
average residential custerner purchases solar arrays in orders of 
10,000 peak watts,'cornmeroial 500,000 peak watts, and utilities 50 
megawatts. 
The model user inputs total sales by customer by region and the average 
sales per unit. From these the model calculates costs. The model, 
restricted to the supply side, does not attempt to measure the impact 
on demand in a region from lower prices in that region,. However, the 
user can measure the impact on costs of increased or reduced volume 
thxdugh iterations using different input data • 
. ,~ 
Distribution Model 
~e -distributionlilOdel eanputes the cost qf transporting., 'warehousing, 
iilld delivering the solari;lrrays from the fadtory to the final eus"" 
tomers, 
o 
The country ~s ·divided into seven· distribution regions shoWI'l' in 
Exhibit 1 .... 1" Ther.e aJre 'two' distribution alt~rnati~es for ?acit'type 
,of. ~ustomE'! 0) 
1.., Diredt shipll1l=I1ts from the' factory ·ta :the customer. 
,"') 
2. Transshipnents frrom ·the factory through a f'egional warehouse to 
the customer. 
• The fuodel computes the al~ernati~g~hich minimizes th~ totaL annual 
distribution cost'" In 1'l given region, sane type!? ,of custaners may 
be supplied~irectly from the factory and otners £rom a ~egional 
warehouse. !:Eherre will not-'necessarily be a warehouse d,n,.everyxegion, 
unlesi it is calculated to be ecohomical t~~ave one~ 
'If there is a warehouse, the model computes the optimal warehouse 
size which balances the number of shipn\ents :requirea with the. {Jost 
of operating the warehouse, thereby mihimizing the cost of delivereq 
sOlar modules. . 
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Test Case 
The validity of the model was checked i:¥ performing a test case analysis. 
'lb do this, a facto!:}, capable of producing 500 ·megawatts/yearwas assumed to be located in Region II: Rocky Mountain corresponding to Phoenix, Arizona. Exhibit I-2 shows the customer demand distribution: 
Test Case Demand Distribution 
• 
• 
• 
40% residential 
:a0% carrnercial 
40% utility 
For the test case, the manufacturing" price for the solar arrays was assumed to be $.50 per peak-wattexpressed:in 1975 dollars. As shewn in Exhibit I~3., the model results in a conputed markup of'about $,31 per peak watt for marketing and distribution. 'fue, results va!:}' fran region; to region and by customer type. 
Exhibit I~4 ShCMS the variation in solar array price estimates for differelit customers by region. since the factory 'was ,assumed to be located in the Rocky Mountain Region, the ICMest cost ($. n/peak watt) 
·lrou1d be to utility custaners in the Rocky ~!ountain Region, while the highest coot of $.91/peak watt Irould be to residential customers in the Great Lakes Region, 'Overall, utility customers >;;Quld enjoy the lcwest prices ($. 75/peak ~1att}, commercial iieKt (iil,82)., and finallY residenti,u ($.86) due to economies of scale in both marketing alld distribution. 
. 
. 
Exhibits I-5 .ahd £-6 pJ;"esent PJ;'o forma :RncofueStatements for ,S~,,' the hypotl1etica;J. solar array sales and ~istdbution .=mpany,. 'fue IIPdel fOr(l:casts \~e made for 1986., the test case manllfacturing year:, 'fue resl!lts show gross profit of 38% and a ,net profit after t;;x of 14% eClil!pared to 40% and 14% for the SflMICS manufacturing. cost estimates. 
':, 
The model forecasts are adjusted for both inflation and ~egionql Clifferences itl :marketing <md dj,st'ributi©n costs. 
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Demand Side 
Customer 
. Type 
i 
Matket 
Region 
i . 
I West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III North Central 
N Great takes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VI]: South Central 
Total, 
I 
Exhibit I-2 
TEST CASE INPUT DlITA 
.. d" . .. . .. 
c d~Jib' (MW/YR) ' ustaner Deman·, DJ:str utJ:on 
.. . . 
Total 
Residential Camrercial • Public Utility Annual 
Household Intermediate '. Central Station Demand 
1 2 3 (MW) 
50.a 25.0 50.0 125.0 
60.0 30.Q 50.0 140.0 
10.0 5.0' 0.0 15.0 
10.0 5.0 0.0 15.0 
20.0 10.0 50.0 80.0 
lO.O 5.0 0.0 15.0 
-40.0 20.0 50.0 1l0.Q 
... 
.. . . 
200.0 100,,0 200.0 
. 
500.0 
(40%) ~20%) 
•... : t40%) " flOO%) 
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1 ".:J. TEST CASE RESULTS 
SELLCO 
... 
SOLAR ARRAY SALES AND DISTRIBUTION CXlMPANY 
, 
PRICE ESTIMATES 
" 
, 
-
" 
--
c/ 1975 $/Watt % Of Price 
" 
~ Cost of goods sold $.,500 6:1:.9% EXp3nses: 
Distribution $.020 
r Marketing .057 ~-=-
f, Total eXp3nses .077 9.5% 
~ Incane tax ,118 14.6% Net profit .113 14.0% I·, 
r' 
I",-;i Solar array prices: !',' 
Household products $.864 I 
COIiIllerqial products .820 
J 'central ,power sta,tion.e .747 
1 
lUl producte $.808 100.0% I j 
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TEST CASE RESULTS 
~ , Type . Market: i Region j 
.• "-. ----~·T 
! West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III Norl:h, Central 
J!V Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
-
All regions 
--
SOUIR ARRl\Y PRICE ESTIMATES 
(1975 $/Watt) 
Residential Carmercial 
Household Intermediate 
1 2 
:','._- .. 
$.8595 $.8127 
.84013 .8007 
.8839 , .• 8376 
.9144 .8634 
.9036 .8599 
• .8857 .8424 
.8596 .8180 
-
$.8636 $.8201 
, -
Exhibit 1-4 
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Public utility All 
Central Station Custaners 
3' 
-
,~ 
$.7316 $.7990 
.7204 .7892 
~ 
.8685 I 
-
• .8974 
.7869 .8252 
... 
.8713 
, 
.7486 .8016 
$.7469 $.8082 
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TEST CASE RESULTS 
r·' 
" 
Schedule A: 
Distribution expenses: 
Salaries and benefits 
Transportation 
Warehouse.faci1ities: 
Lease 
Utilities 
.,Oi:,her expenses 
TOtal warehouse expenses 
Inventory carrying charges 
Total distribution expenses 
,.:.... 
Schedule B: 
Marketing expenses: 
Salaries'and benefits 
Sales expenses 
O~fice facilities: 
~Lease 
Utilities 
Maintenance 
Other expenses 
'lbtal office expenses 
Advertising 
'lbtal marketing expenses 
$892,162 
42,339 
70,807 
354,067 
-_ .. " 
Exhibit I-6 
1986 $ 
$ 629,095 
18,650,303 
118,071 
264,250 
$19,6(>1,719 
1986 $ 
$43,771,892 
4,320,405 
1,359,375 
4,986,800 
$54,438,472 
% 
3% 
95 
1 
1 
100% 
% 
80% 
9 
2 
9 
100% 
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II. MARKETING MJDEL 
A. General Description 
B. Direct Sales Requirements 
1. Average Order Quantity 
2. Salesman productivity Assumptions 
3. Annual Megawatt Sales Per Salesman 
4. Size Of The Sales Force 
S. Salesman Support Index 
6. Tbtal Direct Sales Personnel Cost 
c. Indirect Sales Requirements 
1. Indirect Sales Support Personnel Subrnodel 
2. Office Facilities Oost Submodel 
3. Sales Expenses Submodel 
4. Advertising Expenses Submodel 
S. Tbtal Indirect Sales Oosts 
II-l 
II-3 
II-3 
II-3 
II-S 
II-S 
II-S 
II-7 
II-B 
II-B 
11-11 
II-11 
II-12 
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A. General !)ascription 
'!his section presents the solar array tlarketing model assumptions and 
equations. standard values to be used for the rrodel parameters are 
given in Appendix B. Test case calculations and results are presented 
in Section v. Following are the key assumptions of the model. 
The marketing rrodel is strictly a supply side model. No attempt is 
made to model the interaction of supply and demand. If demand in all 
categories is assumed known, this procedure gives the associated marketing 
costs. Hence, demand is assumed to be completely inelastic or indepen-
dent of the solar array price. The manufacturing cost of the solar 
arrays is specified as input by the user. 
'!he count~· is divided into seven market regions and the total annual 
demand in each region is specified as input by the user. The total 
annual demand is assumed to be constant in each region. 
Marketing costs are assumed to vary for different types of customers. 
Customers are described completely by their location and average order 
size in megawatts. The model allCMs for a maximum of three types of 
customers or products. The total demand for each customer type in each 
region is specified as input by the user along with the average order 
quantity for each customer type. 
Regional sales offices are assumed to be located in every region where 
the demand is greater than zero. Marketing costs vary with customer 
location, but are assumed to be independent of the factory location. 
The distribution model, however, computes the cost of warehousing and 
delivering the product to the customer. FollCMing iE' a list of input 
variables for the marketing model: 
'!he follCMing input data must be specified by the user: 
ACX!i = Average order quantity for customer type i 
(in megawatts per order) 
for i = 1, 2, and 3 
= Tbtal annual demand in Region j by customers of ty1X= i 
(in megawatts per year) 
for i = 1, 2, and 3 
and j = 1, 2, ••• , and 7 
p = SAMICS Manufacturing Price for Solar Arrays 
(manufacturing year dollars/watt) 
t = = Manufacturing Year 
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The manufacturing year is the steady-state year for which the marketing 
costs are computed. 
Given this input data, the model canputes the total annual marketing 
cost in each region. The total cost consists of the following com-
ponents: 
Marketing Expenses 
Salaries and Benefits 
• Direct personnel 
• Indirect personnel 
Sales Exp:nses 
• Office supplies 
• Travel and entertainment 
• Communications 
Model Symbol 
mc . J CIS j 
SEC j 
Office Facilities Costs OFC j 
• Office rental 
• utilities 
• Maintenance 
• Other exp:nses (property tax and insurance) 
Advertising Expenses 
• Product A 
SACj 
• Product B 
• Product C 
Exhibit II-l shows the model personnel organization structure for the 
region sales and marketing office. Personnel are divided into three 
categories: 
• 
• 
• 
Salesman 
Direct Support Personnel 
Indirect support Personnel 
The number of salesman required is determined by the total demand and 
average order size separately for each custaner type. 
The number of direct support personnel is determined by the number of 
salesman and average order size for each type of custaner recognizing 
that different classes of customers have different support require-
ments. These include: 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Field Engineers 
Market Research Analysts 
Technical Writers 
Commercial Artists 
Technical Illustrators 
Advertising Salesman 
II-2 
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PERSOONEL OKlANIZATlOO mART 
Regional Sales And Marketing Office 
Regional 
Vice President 
Sales And Marketing 
Sales And 
Marketing 
Office Staff 
Manager Manager 
Sales Manager Manager Marketing 
Engineer Sales lldvertisinq Research 
I I I 
Market 
Technical Field Technical Conmercial Advertising Research 
Illustrator Engineer Writer Artist Salesman Analyst 
I I 
Salesman Salesman Salesman 
Household Intennediate Central 
Products canm:rcial Power 
Products Stations 
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The number of indirect support personnel are computed from the number 
of salesman and direct support personnel using an indirect require-
ments matrix. 
The total annual sales cost is the sum of direct and indirect can-
ponents: 
mc . J = Total Annual Direct Sales Cost in Region j (manufacturing year dollars) 
ISC· = Total Annual Indirect Sales Cost in Region j J (manufacturing year dollars) 
'The direct sales costs consist of salaries and benefits for the 
salesman and direct support perronnel. 
The indirect sales costs consist of: 
• Indirect Sales Support Personnel Cost 
• Office Facilities Cost 
• Sales Expenses 
• Advertising Expenses 
Following is a description of the parameters and underlying assumptions 
for the model equations to compute these costs. 
Direct Sales Requirements 
The primary determinant of selling requirements is the average order 
quantity per customer expressed in megawatts per order. Sales require-
ments are implicitly assumed to vary for different types of customers. 
It is assumed that this variation can be modeled through the average 
order size. 
1. Average Order Quantity 
AOQi = Average order quantity in megawatts for customer type i. 
Note: This is specified as input by the user and is not 
necessarily the same as the physical delivery 
quantity or the total sales contract which may 
extend over several years. It is defined as the 
total sales contract for one year. 
2. Salesman Productivity Assumptions 
The first step in determining how many salesmen are required for 
a particular product-market scenario is to identify the number 
of orders an individual salesman C~1 obtain per year at various 
levels of AOQ. Clearly, when the order quantity is small, less 
sales effort will be devoted to each order and each salesman 
will be expected to obtain more orders then if the order size 
\Vere larger. At the same time, at larger values of AOQ the 
overall productivity of each salesman will be greater. 
II-3 
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The basic assumptions used for computing salesman productivity 
are outlined below. The asstnnptions are predicated on the sales 
requirements for an established product. Although the photo-
voltaics industry is far from established today, this is con-
sistent with the SAMICS steady-state asstnnption. 
TO simplify the analysis, the interaction between advertising 
and salesman productivity is not modeled explicitly. That is, 
productivity is asstnned to be independent of advertising. The 
impact of advertising is extremely difficult to model even for 
established products and is beyond the scope of this model. 
The user could test different relationships by varying the 
advertising expense rates and the salesman productivity rates 
for different types of customers. However, the usefulness of 
such results is dubious. 
The specific productivity assumptions are as follows: 
At very low levels of AOQ (one kilowatt per order) it is asstnned 
that the order-taking ability of salesmen will be comparable to 
that of account representatives for industrial products finms, 
namely that each salesman can make an average of 1750 calls per 
year and obtain one order for every 3.5 calls. Hence, for an 
average order quantity of .001 MW, each salesman averages 500 
orders per year. 
It is further assumed that at the level of 10 MW per order and 
above, approximately one salesman is required for every order 
obtained. Through linear interpolation an equation is thus 
designed to yield the value for any level of AOQ. 
OPS MWS 
Orders Megawatt 
Order Quantity Per Salesman Sales Per 
(MW) (Orders/YR) Salesman (MW/YR) 
.000 0.00 .00 
.001 500.00 .50 
.010 51.00 .51 
.100 5.90 .59 
1.000 1.45 1.45 
10.000 and above 1.00 10.00 or more 
Note: The intermediate points in this table are interpolations, not break-
points on a piecewise linear function. 
The size of a typical residential unit could range from 1 kilowatt 
(.001 MW) to 10 kilowatts (0.010 MW) depending upon the application. 
For example, 1 kilolqatt would provide electricity for a water heater 
while 10 kilowatts would be required to supply all of the house-
hold's electrical needs. 
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Thus, the productivity relationships i~ly that a salesman could 
sell SOD solar water heating units in a::year or SO larger house-
hold electrical units. . 
Solar units of 10 MW or mor.e ~u1d be purchased ~ public or 
private utilities for central power stations. Based on experience 
with the utility industry, a single salesman can typically make 
one large sale per year. 
3. Annual Megawatt Sales Per Salesman 
Assuming a piece-wise linear relationship between annual megawatt 
sales per salesman and the average order quantity per custcmer, 
the following equations correspond to the data presented in the table 
above. 
MWS = Annual megawatt sales per salesman to customer type i 
[
SOO*ACQ for 0 ACQ ~ .001 ~ 
MWS = .4999 + .9S01*AOQ for 0.001( AOQ < 10.000 
AOQ for AOQ ~ 10.000 
The coefficients are expressed to 4 decimal digits so that substi-
tution will yield the results presented in the table. ~ey do not 
reflect the degree of accuracy of the linear productivity assumptions. 
4. Size Of The Sales Force 
S. 
The number of salesmen required is carputed separately for each 
type of customer based on the total annual demand and the salesmen 
productivity ratio. ~e total annual demand in each region and 
the average demand per customer are assumed to be known and con-
stant over time for each custcmer type. 
d --1J 
SR--1J 
= Tbtal annual demand in Region j by customers of. type i 
(MW/year) 
= Tbta1 number of salesman required in Region j for custcmers 
of type i 
SR-- = dij 1J 
MWSi 
Salesman Support Index 
Direct sales support personnel include: 
• Field Engineers 
• Market Research Analysts 
• Technical writers 
• Cororrercia1 Artists 
• Technical Illustrators 
• Advertising Salesman 
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'!he amount of di2rC:dt support per salespeJ;son is assumed-to depend on the type of customer. as· follows: 
ACQ SSI 
Average salesman 
Order Support Quantitv (MW) Index 
0.000 0.00 
.001 0.10 
1.000 0.19 
10.000 1~00 
" 100.000 5.00 
SSI = Salesman support index for customer type i 
SSI t 100*ACQi for O~ ACQi ;( .001 .0999 + ~ 0900*ACQ i for .001 < A0Qi. ~ 10 = .5556 + .0444*1'.CQi for AC<2.i> 10 • 
These equati0r-.5 cor.respond to the data presented in the table above (assuming a piece-wise linear relationship). The coefficients are expressed to 4 decimal digits so tha~ the linear segments inter~ sect at the breakpoints. This does not indicate the degtee qf accuracy in the estimates.' 
The number of direct sales support personnel required is carrputed by multiplying the nunber of salesmen by the support index by a 
requirement coefficient for each type of personnel. 
DSF. = Tbtal direct sales support personnel required in Region j J 
6 3 
= ~ i: RC I * SSI· *SR .. k=l i=l < 1 lJ 
where 
RC k = Requirement coefficient for direct support personnel of type k 
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:rndex f' " ccmpensatio~ :Coefficient 
k. Descripl:J:on , AC.., RC ... 
,. ,~¥ '.-
1 Field Engineer $26,400 2.0 
2 
. 
Commercial Artist 12,320 .1 
3 Market Research Analyst 25,200 .4 
4: Technical Illustrator 18,900 .2 
5 Technical Writer 18,900 .2 
6 ,Advertising Salesman 17,500 .1 
, 
, 
. 
*Expressed jn 1977 dollars. 
The requirement coe,fficients indicate the nlJlllbero£ direct ,sup-
port personnel required per salesman when the salesman support 
index is one. This .corresponds to an average order quantity per 
custcmer of 10 MW. It is .assumed that the sales support required 
for customers of this si:z~ is equivalept to that for Cit ,small 
public utility. 
6. ~ta1 Direct Sales Personnel Cost 
= ~tal direct sales cost in Region j 
(in manufacturing year dollars) 
=1: 
i=l 
n 
SR·· *CS· *1 . * fl+g ",) 1J 1J J;> 
6 
+~ 
k=l 
3 
~ 
i=l 
n 
RCk *SSIi *1 j *SR ij *ACk *(l+g B) 
This can be expressed more simply as: 
DSC = [l SR·· *(CS' +SSI' * i i=l 1J 1 1 k;;l 
n 
* 1 j *(l+g:sl 
where 
1j = 
gB .. 
n = 
Labor cost index in Region j 
Labor cost inflation rate 
(Manufacturing Year)-(Base Price Year) 
ACk = Annual ccmpensation rate for direct sales personnel type k 
(Base Price Year $/year) 
CS i = Annual ccmpensation rate for salesman type i (Base Price 
Year $/Year) 
Standard values to be used for these parameters are presented in 
Appendix B. 
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C. Indirect Sales Requirements 
~ .. 
1. Indirect Sales Support Personnel Submodel 
2. 
Indirect £ales support~rsonnel are aSsumed to include the Io~lading: 
• RegionaL Vice President;Sales and ~rketing 
• M:!nager, Advertising 
• Manager, Marketing Resea):;,ch 
• Manager, Sales 
• Manager( Sales Engineering 
• Secretary I (lower management) 
• Secretary II (middle management) 
• Secretary II;L (upper management}, 
:the numberrequirea is detel:1llined ;from the nl.1lllber of salesmen anq ,di~ect sales 'staff £ollowing the line-staff telationsnips indicated on, the organization chart ana. the indirect requirements mat;-ix as follows: . 
lSP = '!btal indirect: sales sUPJ;lOrt personnel (a ve~tor) tequired in Region j 
= D + R D + R (R D) + R 3 D + ••• 
where 
R ; Indirect personnel requirements matrix D = Direct personnel requirements vector Eor Region j 
The indirect requirements matrix £oefficients are presented in Appendix B. 
The compensation rates fat all indirect sales support personnel are also given in lIppendilt B to ~ .. used for computing indirect personnel costs. 
. 
= Annual indirect sales personnel cost in Region j (in manUfacturing year dollars) 
= ~. (ISP" * Salary·) * l· * 1 1J 1 J 
Office Facilities Cost Submodel 
Office facility costs include: 
• Office rental 
• Utilities 
• Maintenance 
• Other expenses (property tax and insurance) 
Office rental consists of the buildings, furniture, fixtures, and equipnent. . The amount of space required is determined by the nl.1lllber of people. The equations for Sales Office Facility Costs are presented below. Standard values to be used for each of the parameters are given in Appendix B. 
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OS. 
J = Sales office s,ize il1Resion j. (square rrete~s) = .(DSP j 8' ISPj l*SPp,' . 
'. n 
where 
SPP = Amount of offj.ce space per person Jsgl.lclre rreters/personl 
!ll!etotalannual office £acj,lty ggs1fs, ;tn Regign .i ca.re ·conputed. 
fran the -fqllav-ing 'relationshi!?;- .';' 
'i 
arc j. ';; -ToI:al annual .of:(;ice .faciE ty ,costs £11 J'egion j 
(Manufacturing Year ,D:>llars)' 
= aRC j "' 'our;: j +OCj'+ cae j 
where 
ORCJ R 
OUCJ";: 
CMCj = 
occ· = 
'J 
Office Ren~l )!lxpense irt; Re~io1i J. 
~Manufactur:J,ng Y€l<;lr '~j1Ceqt') c 
OfficeU1;ili'ties Expense ;'11 Region, j~ 
(Manufacturing Year~/¥ea~) 
Office Main.tenai1~ iExpense, j,tl Region j, 
11.fatitlfaetllring 'Year $/1lear:) 
.Ot:fier ,Office :Expenses in Region 5' 
-(Manufacturing Year $!Year)' 
o 
c -
fute <jfuat '!:be ~llt ·!if .q;i;;J;d;(;Ef l'lpaCE!' ~~:)f.eJ;'S0n. :has $eeti ,expJ'resse& 
"as a'C6ns'i;ant 'f0r alI 'types bf ;persOni1eiL· ,.1\cj:ualI:;j;l:.(. ,~;i.ffererit ;pet'" 
., 'sonp.eIT: 'te$l;j,J;S' aif1;eifent amol]nts -of spaee. 'HoweveJ;,r. 'thesE!' dtf-
j:erences qre [lpt importi?-llt. b ')jb):, <the ,puJ:j;x;lses cof this m::>de;,L" an: 
,average figure w:.tll provide <Z} gooCj enoqgh ,est:\fua'b~ ·of ,the [offiCe 
spa9€! J)ecause ,the personne:t IfQ,x '1'eft¥3.-1ns .hornpgene'oos ,?J,"E. iillJi levelE; p:e sa;I;es , 'c . 
'. ,Off;i.ce' .'Repeal ~nse 'S)JJ:rnodeJ: 
ORC j = b j *K,Q'(O~p,*Og,""'(l+gH)~ 
'Where 
.b j ~FaqiJ;j,ties€Pst :index £or Region j' 
os j - Sales O;Ef;i.ce S:Lze <ilL RegiOlL j 
Ko(OSj)- 'Office Fac:L:[.ities 'Capital Cost Function 
0
0 
_ Office FaciJ;ities 'Lease Rate 
g B' = ,Facilities inflation Rate (%/year) 
"" (Manufacturing Year.) - (Base Price year.) 
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• Offiae Utilities Expense Submodel 
CUCj "" u;)t:,4'<kDSj *(ltg E)n 
Where 
li~ 
/, 
, 0, 
as· 
. J 
= ,t,!!::ilitiesCost Indey. for RegiOh j 
c .Office Utilities Cost Rate 
($/square meter) 
~ Sales O:j':fice S;ize in Eegionj 
(square; cIDeters 1 
= llt,ilities Inflation Rate (%/year) 'c 
'= (Manufacturing Year) - (Base Price Year) 
• Office Maintenance Expegse Subrnode1 
CMC j =- m*b j *Ko (CSj)*,(J.+gH)n 
where 
m 
b. 
J' 
= Office Maintenance Cost: 'Rate 
,~ of £apital Cost): 
K(d3.} 
a o~, 
~ yae:g.1i ti!,:? ~api;Ea), t.gsl,: ~ndex;fol,:: Region j , 
= .dff:hce Facilitietl Capit~l .Cpsf..FJ.lnction 
9::&1 
n 
:Note: 
• 
~ fac~ities ~oflation Rate (%/year) 
o c 
tM;mtlfgcturing Yei'!r) .... (Base )?rice Year) 
.: 
l)1thougrrdlla:i:h{iE!nanCe oosts gre more labor intensive than\lapital. 
G0St:;;,!. -<it is assumed tha1; me ct.ptal maintenance reguirementde"" 
j\:enqs.9n the <::api tCi4 ,C::0S'G bf me 'bffice facilities. Capital 
'!:Xlsts iIbclude materialS r .\XlnslXuction J,abor r and archi t]:ctural 
andl engifleeril-pg 'c!lesign t,ees. :Jiluethermore r office mainte~ce 
);epresents ,a :re1a;tive1~i I?ma1~ pbrtion of the total sales office 
facil~eiesocost. oThusn the 'pffig~ maintenance expense is not 
adjust@d by 'the labor tost ipde~ for differences in,tegional 
;J.abo!=, eosts ,9l" oy we Tabor 'Cost :JJJfJ:at,i.on rate. " 
"."here J '" .Pri:lp~;vu¥ Ta'l.{ Rate 
(% oj; Cap.-tal Cost) 
U -= Insurance ;Ra£e 
(%, oJ Capital (Jost) 
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3. Sales Expense Subm::ldel 
Sales expenses include: 
• Office supplies 
• Travel and entertainment 
• CbID[~nications 
. These expenses are assumed to vaJ:y with the type of custcmer and 
are computed as a function of the direct cost of salesmen. 
Sgc· = 
1 Annual Sales Expense Cost in Region j (Manufacturing Year Dollars) 
3 n 
= Z SAE· *SR·· *CS· *1· *(ltgB) i=l 1 1J 1 J (~ 
where 
SIlEi >= Sales Expense Rate associated with the salesmen who sell to Customer '!YPe i 
4. Advertisin~~xpenses Submodel 
S~nce this ,;is:<\ supply sioe llPdel, the intent of the advertising ex-
penses subm::ldel is to prescribe a reasonable estimate of the advertising 
budget rather than to llPdel the optimal advertising budget. The impact 
of advertising is extremely difficult to llPdel even for established 
products and is beyond the scope of this llPdel. 
'lhus, the size of the advertising budget is computed as a function of 
the oost of the product ~or each customer type. This allows the user 
to specify different advertising rates for different types of customers. 
'l'he subllPdeJ. is expressed symbolically as follows. 
SAC. = Annual Advertising Cost in Region j 
J (Manufacturing Year Dollars) 
where 
ADEi 
P 
d" 1J 
3 6 
.",z ADE.*p*d .. *lO i;:l 1 1J 
'" 
1m 
= 
Advertising Rate (% of Manufacturing Price) 
for customer '!YPe i 
SAMICS Manufacturing Price for Solar Arrays 
(Manufacturing Year $/watt) 
Annual Demand in Region j by all customers of type*, 
(megawatts/year) • 
10:6 .,. Conversion Factor (watts/megawatt) 
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Standard values to be used for the advertising rate, ADELl are 
given in Appendix B. The standard rates vary inversely with 
the cost of the product. That is, the advertising budget rate 
f\)r small residential custaners is higher than for large cen-
tral power station customers. 
The following rules of thumb were used to establish the standard 
values: 
Firms typically allocate between 1% and 2% of sales to adver-
tising. Of course this varies among irrlustries. The perOEntage 
was nearly 5% for tobacco companies and .7% far food retailers 
in 1977. 
Tbtal Indirect Sales Costs 
The total annual indirect sales costs are computed as the sum of 
indirect sales personnel, office facility, sales expense, arrl 
advertising costs in Region j. 
ISC- = Tbtal Indirect Sales Cost in Region j ~ (in manufacturing year dollars) 
where 
CISj 
OFCj 
= CIS. +OFC. +SEC. +SAC. 
J J J J 
= Annual indirect sales personnel cost in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= Annual Office Facility Costs in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= Annual Sales Expense Cost in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= Annual Advertising Cost in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
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III. DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
A. General Description 
B. Direct Factory - Customer Shipments 
C. Factory-Warehouse Transshipments 
1. Factory-Warehouse Transportation Costs 
2. Warehouse Costs 
a. Inventory Carrying Cost 
b.Warehouse Operating Cost 
c. Warehouse Leasing Cost 
3. Customer Delivery Costs 
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III. DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
A. General Description 
This section presents the solar array distribution model assumptions 
and equations. Standard values to be used for the model parameters are 
given in Appendix C. Test case calculations and results are pre~ented 
in Section V. 
The purpose of the distribution model is to oorrpute the cost of distri-
buting solar arrays from the manufacturing plant to the final customer. 
To do this, the country is divided into seven geographic areas with one 
regional warehouse distribution center in each area. Exhibit 111-1 gives 
the location of the distribution centers. 
The model assumes a single factory whose regional location is specified 
by the user. Multiple factory locations can be modeled by restricting 
the distribution demand and making separate runs for each factory. 
For a given manufacturing faotory the distribution demand is specified as 
input. The demand is described in total megawatts per year in each Region 
j by customer type i, (d ij ), and in megawatts per shipment by customer type 
i, (gi)' The model alloos for a maximum of three types of customers and 
seven distribution regions. 
For each combination of customer type and distribution region, there are 
two distribution alternatives: -
• Direct shipments from the factory to the customer. 
• Transshipments from the factory through a regional warehouse to the 
custorrer. 
The model c<lnputes the least cost distribution alternative for each type 
of customer in each region based on their assumed demand. Thus, some 
regions may have warehouses and others may not. Furthernnre, sorre 
customers in a region may be supplied directly from the factory and others 
from a local warehouse. 
The size of the regional warehouses is optimized by computing the economic 
warehouse order quantity based on their assumed demand. This balances 
the number of shipments with the size of the warehouse. Transportation 
costs are reduced by having larger warehouses requiring fewer shipments. 
Hooever, warehouse operating and inventory holding costs are higher. The 
problem is to compute the warehouse order quantities for each customer 
to Iilinimize th~ total annual distribution cost. 
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VII 
REGIONAL WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 
Geographic Distribution Area Center 
West Coast IDs Angeles 
Rocky Mountain Phoenix 
North Central Onaha 
Great Lakes Springfield 
North EOIst:etl1 Syracuse 
South Eastern Atlanta 
South Central Dallas 
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Distribution costs consist of the following components: 
Distribution Expenses 
• salaries and benefits 
• Transportation costs 
• Warehouse facility costs 
• 
Building lease 
utilities 
other expenses 
Inventory carrying charges 
Transportation costs vary with weight rather than volume. Ebr a given weight, the model determines the least cost transportation mode. 
Exhibit III-2 illustrates the relationship between cost, mode, and ship-ment weight. Transportation costs are assured to depend only on distance and weight and are independent of the geographic relationship between the origin and destination. 
It is assumed that the manufacturer has a finished goods warehouse at the factory and that the associated costs are part of the manufacturing price. 
The warehouse inventory model for the regional distribution centers assumes uniform, detenninistic demand over time. Penalty costs for stockouts are assumed to be sufficiently high so that stockouts are not allowed. '!his implies that the warehouse must be large enough to supply all demand on time. Furthennore, there are no manufacturing price discounts for large order quantities, although the distribution price is lower. 
'!he distribution model requires the following input data from the user: 
Input Data 
v = Solar array volume (cubic meters/megawatt) 
w = Solar array weight (kilograms/megawatt) 
tm = Manufacturing year 
p = SAMICS Manufacturing Price for solar arrays (manufacturing year dollars/watt) 
k = Factory Location Region 
qi = Ave~age delivery quantity for customers of type i (megawatts/shipment) 
for i = 1, 2, and 3 
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Exhibit Ill-Z 
FACTOR Y -CUSTOMER TRANSFOR TATION COSTS 
From Region k to Region j 
Build factory in Region j 
I 
I 
I 
Transportation mode selected 
/ 
--------Air-------~~~-------------Truck--------- ___ ~-----Rail-----
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Quantity shipped 
q*w (kilograms) 
The numerical details of this function depend on the average distance between 
k and j and the weight of the product shipment. 
;, 
, 
, 
'.~ .' 
,. 
.1 
= Annual demand in Region j ~ all custerners of type i 
(megawatts/year) 
for i = 1, 2, and 3 
and j = 1, 2, 3, ••. ,7 
= Average distance from the warehouse to the delivery location 
for customer type i in Region j (kilometers) 
Frem this input, the m:ldel conputes the total annual distribution cost for 
each region. This corresponds to the least cost ccmbination of direct 
shipments and warehouse transshipments and the econc:mic warehouse size. 
* 
X ij 
* Fj 
* Q. 
J 
ilitput 
if customers of type i in Region j are slupplied directly from 
the factory 
if customers of type i in Region j are supplied from a warehouse 
in Region j 
= Optimal warehouse size in Region j 
(square meters) 
= Opt:imal warehouse order quantity in Region j 
(megawatts/shipment) 
* Total cost = 1Ckj(Q j ) + DCkj 
where 
OCkj 
* 
= Annual Distribution Cost in Region j for customers 
directly frem the factory in Region k 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
sUH;llied 
= Annual Distribution Cost in Region j for customers supplied 
from a regional warehouse in Region j with transshipments from 
the factory in Region k 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
The optimal warehouse order quantity, Q j *) is determined ~ varying the order 
quantity parametrically (over a broad range), computing the corresponding ware-
house size and distribution costs for each quantity, and selecting the quantity 
which yields the lowest annual distribution cost. This is repeated for all 
possible ccmbinations of direct and indirect shipments, X ij. The optimal 
value X ij * is the combination which yields the lowest total cost. The corre-
sponding warehouse order quantity is the optimal value, Q j *. 
Fbllowing is a description of the parameters and underlying assumptions for 
the m:ldel equations to corrpute these costs. 
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B. Direct Factory - CUstomer Shipments 
If there is a warehouse in Region j (that is, if Xij = 1), all deliveries 
to customers of type i in Region j go thru the warehouse. All other cus-
tomers (that is, if Xij = 0) are supplied directly fran the factory. 
The cost of supplying customers directly from the factoJ:Y is given by 
the following relationship: 
3 
= <: 
n 
d;j * (l-Xij )*C (Zij ,Skj )(l-lgT) 
qi 
where 
OC kj 
X .. 1J 
gT 
n 
qi 
w 
Z. 
1 
i=l 
= Annual distribution cost in Region j for custaners supplied 
directly fran the factoJ:Y in Region k 
(in Manufacturing Year Dollars/year) 
= Annual demand in Region j by all customers of type i 
(megawatts/year) 
if customers of type i in Region j are supplied directly 
from the factoJ:Y 
if custaners of type i in Region j are supplied from a 
warehouse in Region j 
= 1" .1sportation inflation rate 
= (Manufacturing Year) - (Base Price Year) 
= Average deliveJ:Y quantity for customers of type i 
(megawatts/deliveJ:Y) 
= Solar array weight (kgjmegawatt) 
= Average shipment weight to customers of type i 
(kilograms/deliveJ:Y) 
= q *w 
s kj = Average shipping distance fran Region k to Region j (kilcmeters) 
C(Z.'Sk·) 1 J = Interregional transportation cost as a function of the ship-
ment weight, Zi and distance, sk·' This is a table look-Up 
function presented in Appendix C: The transportation mode is 
optimized by quantity ordered, but regional geography is not 
considered. 
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c. Factory~arehouse Transshipments 
The cost of supplying demand in Region j frcm a regional warehouse is 
composed of three parts: 
• 
• 
Factory~arehouse Transportation Cbst 
'lhe cost of transporting the product in buJk from the factory in 
Region k to the warehouse in Region j. 'lhis is a function of the 
distance and the econcmic shipnent quantiq and includes the cost of 
processing the order. 
Warehousing Cbsts 
'lhis consists of inventory carrying costs, warehouse operating costs, 
and warehouse capital costs. 
~ Delivery Cbsts 
This is the cost of distributing individual units from the warehouse 
to the customers. 
Given the total demand in Region j by each type of customer, d ij , the 
first two cost functions must be optimized to determine the economic 
warehouse order quantiq. This balances the ntJrnber of shipnents with 
the size of the warehouse. It is assumed that the penalty cost associated 
with stockouts is sufficiently high that stockouts are not allCMed. ('lhis 
would likely be the case, for exanple, if the customer - not merely the 
sale - were lost if the product could be delivered on time.) 
'lhe annual demands, dij , the average delivery quantities, qi' and the 
solar array v;eight, w, are input variables whose values are specified 
by the user.; 
The interregional shipping distances and the transportation cost function 
are standard data whose values are listed in Appendix C. 'lhe cost func-
tion is a piecewise linear function of the quantity shipped and the dis-
tance traveled. x~ is a decision variable whose value is determined to 
mLnllULze total annual distribution costs. ~J1is determines which customers 
are supplied from the factory and which are supplied from a regional 
warehouse. 
where 
Tkj (Qj) 
= Tbtal annual distribution cost for Region j warehouse 
transshipments from the factory in Region k as a func-
tion of the warehouse order quantity Qj (in Manufacturing 
Year D:>llars) 
= TkO (Q.) + w. (Q.) + L. 
J J J J J 
= Annual transportation cost for shipnents frcm the factory 
in Region k to the warehouse in·Region j as a function of 
the order quantity Qj (in Manufacturing Year D:>llars) 
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W· (Q.) J J = Annual warehousing cost in Region j (in Manufacturing 
,,Year D:Jllars) 
1. 
\;' 
= Annual delivery cost in Region j (in Manufacturing Year 
D:Jllars) 
Factory~arehQuse Transportation Cost 
3 
~ d·· *X·· 
T (Q) = 1.'=1 1J 1J lej j 
d .. 1J 
X· . 1J 
OP 
w 
n 
Qj 
= Factory Warehouse Shipnent Quantity in Region j (megal',atts) 
'" Annual demand by all custaners of type i in Region j 
(megawatts/year) 
to if custaners of type i in Region j are supplied directly fran the factory = 1 if custaners of type i in Region j are supplied from a warehouse in Region j 
= Order processing cost ($/shipnent) 
= Solar array weight (kilograms/megawatt) 
= Average shipping distance fran Region k to Region j 
(kilometers) 
Interregional transportation cost as a function of 
the shipment weight and distance 
= Transportation Inflation Rate 
= (Manufacturing Year) - (Base Price Year) 
2. Warehouse Costs 
W· (Q.) J J 
oc.(Q.) 
J J 
Le. (Q. ) 
J J 
= Annual warehousing cost in Region j as a function of 
the order quantityQj (in manufacturing year dollars) 
= CC (Qj) + OCj (Qj) + lij (Qj) 
= Annual ~nventory carrying cost as a function of the 
warehouse order quantity in Region j (in manufacturing 
year dvllars) 
= Annual warehouse operating cost in Region j as a func-
tion of the order quantity, Qj( in manufacturing year 
dollars) 
= Annual warehouse leasing cost in Region j as a func-
tion of the warehouse order quantity Qj (in manufac-
turing year dollars) 
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a. Inventory Carrying Cost 
cc (Qj) = (Q/2) * p *..6" * 106 ($/year) 
where 
Qj 
p 
= Factory-warehouse shipment quantity in Region j 
Note: = Average inventory level assuming 
zer() safety stock and unifonn demand 
over time. Given a detenninistic 
demand, this assumption minimizes the 
warehouse costs. 
= S1\M!CS manufacturing price for Solar Arrays (I;l/watt) i.e., the unit value of inventory in manufacturing year dollars 
..8" = Annual inventory carrying charge as .a % of unit value 
106 = Conversion factor (watts/megawatt) 
b. Warehouse Operating Cost 
Operating costs include personnel, utilities, maintenance, property tax, and insurance (;In the building and equipnent. 
OC· (Q.) J J = PCj + UCj + XCj + SCj + MCj 
= Personnel Cost = 1 *P(F· )*(l+g B)n . J 
= Utilities Cost = ~*U.*F.*(l+g·E)n W J J . 
xc. 
J 
= Property i'ax Cost =,Jf" *te.*K..(FJ. )*(Hg.) +b. *Kb(F. l(1+a...)n1 W J f'. J J J~)::t 
SCj = Insurance Cost = ~*[ej*ke<Fj)*(l+gj )+bj*Kb(Fjl(l+ggn] 
MC, 
J 
n = Maintenance Cost ~. m*[e. *K (F. )*(1+g.) +b. *Kb(F.) (l+g-.l ] J e J . J J J J:f 
where 
1j = Labor Cost Index for Region j 
9B = Labor Inflation Rate (%/year) 
Uj = utility Cost Index for Region j 
gE = Utilities Inflation Rate (%/year) 
e . = Equipment Cost Index for Region j J 
gJ = Equipment Inflation Rate (%/year) 
b = Building Cost Index for Region j j 
g = Facilities Inflation Rate (%/year) H 
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.r: = Utility Cost Rate ($/square meter/year)' 
..f? w '" Property Tax Rate (% of capital cost/year) 
U w = Insurance Rate (% of capital cost/year) 
m 
F. 
J 
Note: 
= Maintenance Cost Rate (% of capital cost/year) 
= Warehouse size in Region j as a function of the warehouse 
order quantity (square meters) 
This is a piece-wise linear function of the order size, Q. t 
and is derived in Appendix C. 
= Personnel Cost Function ($/year) includes both wages 
and benefits 
Ke(Fj) = Equipnent capital Cost Function 
Kb(Fj ) = Building capitalCbst Function 
n = (Manufacturing Year) - (Base Price Year) 
Warehouse Size 
The size of the regional warehouses is:a function Qf the econcmic Or 
optimal factory-warehouse order quantitY; 'Q1ij T the .Physi~1. vol';lffie 
of the solar array modules, j, and the warehouse space llhl1.zabon 
factor,t><". '!his is a piece--wise Unear function of Q and is derived 
in Appendix C. 
FJ = Warehouse size in Region j (Square neters) 
F- = 0< *v*Q. (Table look-up function of Q ) 
.} J 
where 
Q = Factory-warehouse shipnent quantity in Region j (megawatts) 
v = Solar array volume (cubic meters/megawatt) 
e>< = Warehouse space utilization factor 
The utilization factor adjusts for the stacking height and the 
amount of spece required for circulation and offices. A standard 
value for this parametmr is derived in Appendix C. 
c. Warehouse Leasing Cost 
Annual warehouse leasing costs are computed separately Eor plant 
and equipnent based on the economic lives and the lessor's rate of 
return. 
Le. (Q .) 
1 J = Annual warehouse leasing cost in Region j as.a func-tion of the warehouse order quantity Qj 
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:re. (Q. ) 
J J 
e. 
J 
bj 
'te 
g. 
J 
n 
Ob 
gH 
n 
:0; 't *1\. (F. )*e. (l;l-gJ i + 'X *K •. (F. )*b .*(l+g H)n 
e e J; "b "J J 
- Equipnent COst Index 
~ Building Cost Index 
c: ,Annual lease Rate for Equipnent 
(fraction of capital cost/year) 
=. Equipnent Inflation Rate (%/year) 
= (Manufacturing Year) .. (Base Price Year) 
:0 Annual lease Rate for Building 
(fraction of capital cost/year) 
= )i'acilit.ies Inflation Bate (%/yeal;) 
F. 
J 
= Warehouse size in Region j (square meters}_ as a£unct:\:on 
of the order quantity Q 
KctFj) = Equipnent Capital Cost Function 
Kb(F j ) -. Building and Land capital COst Function 
Customer Dellvery Costs. 'c-
Based on an analysis of local freight carriage costs in different 
regions of the U,S'ofl::ransportation costs £rorn the warehouse to the 
custaners can be rnin'imized when thecarpany 'CWns and ~rqtes a ;fleet 
of delivery truCks. 'ilie costs .of =in9' and' operating '€I-delivery 
truCk are divided .into fixed and vaJ;l;ilb-Ie carponents. Fixed costs 
include drivers' wages and benefius~vehacle capii;;ll .c;:harges, depr~ 
ciation, and insurance. Varaable costs per:kilaneter ,J;Qnsist '·of 
g'as, oil I and maintenance. 'Ihe ;goIlCMing ape formulas <for ccorrputing 
tbesecosts and the fleet 'size requi'red. 
o 
co Total Annual IDeal or :rntraregional Del;very j:bst§ ,:in 'Region ;i 
(in manuf?lctUl'lng year dollars) ---
where 
n 
[TK * ,FC + Vc *' KMJ ('l+g T~ 
TK - Vehicle Fleet Size/t'lehidles) 
Fe. = Annual Fixed COst pel:'yebicle($/vehfcl@7year)., 
vC :: VariaJjle Operating COst pex;: vehicle--]l:ilO!'lJ'3ter ~-$/l¢.laneters) 
.' 
KM = Total distance traveled (kilometers/year)' by all·yehioies 
g-T ~ TriilIlsportation In;flation Rate (%lyear) 
11 = (Manufacturing YeCl!J:') ~ (Base Fr-ice Year) 
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'!he fleet size and total distance traveled are given J:ri the follCMing relationships: 
Fleet Size SUI:model Q 
The number of regional delivery trucks required is carputed by dividing the total travel d1stance by the vehicle distance capacity. 
TK = KM (rounded up to an integer value) MC 
Travel Distance Submodel 
The total travel distance by all delivery trucks in a given region is computed as follows: 
,0 
KM = Total Distance Traveled J:ri all vehicles (kilometers/year) 
# Customers 
= (If Tou!;s) * (Distance per tour) 
= (# Cusfcmers) * (Distance per tour) 
t#customersjTour) 
we 
# Customers/Tour~ q.*w 
1 
Distance/Tour ". y.. * (q ~~W '\ + y .. lJ 1 J lJ 
KM = t. (ajj*Xjj) (9j * W)(l {o WC )Yij 1=1 \- 9i \' WC qi* W 
3 
KM=";£ 
i=l 
do. * x·· (1 + n,*w) * y .. !:!.l.J. lJ -"L__ lJ 
tJi WC 
if custar,ers of type i in Regi.o~ j are supplied directly from the factory 
if customers of type i in Region ] are supplied from a 
warehouse in Region j 
WC = Vehicle Load Capacity !kUograms/shi];!llent) 
W = Solar Array Weight (kilograms/llEgawatt) 
Yij = Average distance from the warehouse to the delivery location for cUstollEr, type i (kilometers) in Region j .•.. .. 
',,--:;:. ',,,--;'" 
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Th& average delivery distance, yu ' is spacified as input by the user and can be used to mcdel differences in the customer location distribution between regions and/or types of customers. A constant value of 50 kilometers for all regions and custcmers was used for the test case presented in Section V. 
Appendix C contains sr.andard values for the fixed cost, variable oparating cost, distance 'capacity, and load capacity for medium sized trucks. 
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A. General Description 
The financial lOCldel of the firm consists of the equations used to catpute 
sales revenues, taxes, and profit based on the marketing and distribution 
expenses. 
The lOCldel parameters are expressed in the standard financial statement 
terms to facilitate the preparation of projected income statements for 
each l-egion. 
The inputs include the demand distribution qy region, the manufacturing 
price, the effective incerne tax rate, and the net after tax profit margin. 
With this data and the marketing and distribution costs, projected incerne 
statements and solar alTay price estimates are produced. 
The incerne statements are generated for a steady-state manufacturing year. 
~le solar array prices (expressed in dollars per peak watt) are computed 
by dividing the annual array sales revenues qy the demand. fue price 
estunates include all manufacturing, marketing, and distribution expenses 
as well as a reasonable profit margin. 'lhe profit margin is a model para-
meter whose standard value is prssehted in Appendix A. 
" 
For cC1nparisons with the JPL project price goals ,qhich are stated in 1975 
dollars, a price level adjustment is made to deflate the prices to 1975 
base year dollars. 
Following is a more detailed description of the model parameters and equa-
tions. 
B. Projected Incon~ Stateman~ 
Exhibit IV-l shows the inc:orre statement accounts for SELLCO, the hypothe-
tical solar array sales and distribution company. 
The costs and revenues on this statement are expressed in manufacturing year 
dollars. 
The cost of goods sold is canputed from the SAmCS manufacturing price and 
the demand distribution. fuese are specified as inputs by the model user. 
FollcMing are the financial model equations defining each of the incerne 
statement variables. 
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Exhibit IV-l 
SELLCO 
smAR ARRAY SALES ANI.) I.)ISTRIEtlTICN Wlr'ANY 
INC~n,~ STATENENT FOR '!'HE YEAR ENDING __ 
sales: 
HCR1SQhold Pl.'L'Xlucts 
C<:ln\~rcial Pl.~ucts 
Central pC1i\'er stations 
'l\')tal sales 
Cost of goods sold: 
Household Pl.~ucts 
Cl:::trulurcial produots 
Central J:'lOI\'er stations 
Total cost 
Gross profit 
Expenses: 
Distribution (Schedule A) 
Narketing (Schedule 13) 
Total e}.'J:lenses 
Net profit befoL~ tax 
Net iI\IX'l~ t\lK 
Net profit after tax 
Schedule..A 
Distribution expenses: 
Salaries and benefits 
Transportation 
Wal:ehousQ facilities: 
Lease 
utilities 
Other expenses 
Total ,~arehouse expenses 
Inventol'Y cal'l'ying charges 
r 
Total distribution Q}.1Xlnses 
Schedule 13 
Marketing expenses: 
salaries and benefits 
sales expenses 
Office facilities: 
Lease 
Utilities 
Naintenance 
O~her e}.'J:ll1nses 
Total office expenses 
Advel'tising 
Total nnrketing expenses 
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FREC\EDING. ;PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEI) 
Revenue 
REIl" = J 
Total Annual Revenue in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
where 
CGSj 
TDX.i 
'IMXj 
'1' 
/' 
= (1 -'l'" ) [CGS" + TDX" + 'IMX"] 
1 -1"-;p J J J 
= Total Annual Cost of Goods Sold in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= Total Annual Distribution Expense in Region j (manufacturing year dollars) 
= Total Annual Marketing Expense in Region j (manufacturing year dollars) 
= Effective Income Tax Rate 
= Net Profit Margin Rate 
Cost of Goods Sold 
where 
d ij 
P 
= Total Annual Cost of Goods Sold in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= 
= 
= 
t 
i=l 
6 
d ij * P * 10 
Annual Demarrlin Region j by all custorrers of typ!:~ i 
(megawatts/year) 
SAMICS Manufacturing Price for Solar Arrays 
(manufacturing year dollars/watt) 
Gross Profit 
GRO. 
J 
= Total Annual Gross Profit in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= REIl" - CGS" J J 
Distribution Expense 
= Total Annual Distribution Expense in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= IC k" (Q t:) J J 
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where 
DC 1. cJ 
* IC kj (Qj) 
* 
= 
= 
Annual Distribution Cost in Region j for customers supplied 
directly from the factory in Region k 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
Annual Distribution Cost in Region j for customers supplied 
from a regional warehouse in Region j with transsr.ipments 
from the factory in Region k 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= Cptimal warehouse order quantity in Region j 
(megawatts/shipment) 
Marketing Expense 
where 
DSC· J 
ISCj 
= 'lbtal Annual Marketing Expense in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= 'lbtal Annual Direct Sales Cost in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
= 'lbtal Annual Indirect Sales Cost in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
Net Profit Before Tax 
NPB· J 
Incane Tax 
TAXj = 
TAXj = 
where 
1"" = 
= Net Profit Before Income Taxes in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
'lbtal Annual Income Tax Expense in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
1""' 
* NPBj 
Effective Income Tax Rate 
NPB· = Net Profit Before Taxes in Region j J 
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Net Profit After Tax 
NPA = Net Profit After Inco!Te Tax in Region j 
(manufacturing year dollars) 
where 
= NPB j - TAXj 
= .;0 * REVj 
rO= After Tax Profit Margin (Fraction of 'Ibtal Revenues) 
Solar Array Price Estimates 
The solar array prices expressed in dollars per peak watt are corrputed 
separately for each customer product. The annual array sales revenues 
are divided by the demand. 
The prices include the manufacturing cost, marketing expense, distribu-
tion expense, income tax, and profit. 
SAP •• 1J = Solar Array Price for Custarer Type i in Region j (1975 dollars/watt) 
= REVij 
d .. 1J 
6 
* oF * 10 
where 
i'lEVij = 'Ibtal Annual Sales Revenues for product i in Region j (manufa,:turing year dollars) 
d ij = 'Ibtal Annual Demand for product i in Region j 
= Deflator 
1976 - t 
= (1 + i) = 
t = = Steady-State Manufacturing Year 
i = Deflation Rate 
The standard value for the deflation rate is presented in Appendix A. 
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V. TEST CliSE 
A. Test Case Input Data 
1. supply Side Description 
2. Demand Side Description 
B. Marketing Model Results 
1. Sales and Marketing Personnel Requirements 2. Sales and Marketing Expense Sl1IT1Il\lly 
3. Solar Array Marketing Costs Per Watt 
C. Distribution Model Results 
1. Distribution Network Configuration 
, , 2. Distribution Expense SU!1\l1I3.ry 
T 
1. 
3. Solar Array Distribution Costs Per Watt 
D. Financial Model Results 
1. SELLCO projected Income Statements 2. Solar Array Price Estimates 
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V. TEST CASE 
A. Test Case Input Data 
1. Supply Side Description 
Production level 
Manufacturing year 
Manufacturing price 
Deflation multiplier 
Solar array weight 
Array dimensions 
Packaged in wood crates 
= 500 l'W/year 
= 1986 
= $.50 (1975 dollars) 
= $.959/watt (1986 dollars) 
= .5214 
= 55 lb/array = 24.948 kg/array 
= 14.6 ft2 x 2 in thick = 1.36 m x 5.09 em 
Array volume (packaged) = 8 ft 3/array = .2265 m3/array 
Array perforw~nce 
Efficiency 
= 160 watts/array 
= 11.8% 
l1JDEL INPUT PAlWlETERS 
W = Solar array unit weight = 155,925 kg/row 
v = Solar array unit volume = 1415.805 m3/mw 
p = Solar array unit price = $.959/watt 
Factory location 
t = Manufacturing year 
In 
V-I 
1986 dollars 
= Region II: Phoenix 
Rock;<{ Mountain 
Region 
= 1986 
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2. Demand Side Description 
Average Order Average Delivery Total Number 
Qllantity Qllantity Demand Of 
AOQi qi D' Orders 
Cllstomer TvPe 
1 
i (MW) (MW) (MW) Per Year 
1 Residential .01 .01 200 (40%) 20,000 
Household 
2 CO!1Ul\ercial 
Intermediate .50 .50 100 (20%) 200 
3 Pllblic Utility 
central Station 50.00 5.00 200 (40%) 4 
d .. 
Custaner 1J 
TYPe Cllstomer Demand Distribution (MW/YR) 
~Iarket i Residential CO!1Ul\ercial Public Utility 
Region Household Intermediate Central Station 
i 1 2 3 
I West Coast 50.0 25.0 50.0 
II Rocky Mountain 60.0 30.0 50.0 
III North Central 10.0 5.0 0.0 
IV Great Lakes 10.0 5.0 0.0 
V North Eastern 20.0 10.0 50.0 
VI South Eastern 10.0 5.0 0.0 
VII SOllth Central 40.0 20.0 50.0 
Total 200.0 100.0 200.0 
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Number 
Of 
Deliveries 
Per Year 
20,000 
200 
40 
Total 
A.mual 
Demand ~ 
(MW) I 
.-
125.0 
140.0 
15.0 
15.0 
80.0 
15.0 
110.0 
500.0 
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B. ~Iarketing Madel Results 
1. Sales and Marketing Personnel Reguirements 
Direct Sales 
Market Region Salesman Support Staff 
I. West Coast 125 50 
II. Rocky Mountain 150 58 
III. North Central 25 18 
IV. Great Lakes 25 8 
V. North Eastern 50 25 
VI. South Eastern 25 8 
VII. South Central 100 41 
All Regions 500 198 
(53%) (21%) 
V-3 
Indirect Sales 
Support Staff 
60 
72 
II 
II 
26 
11 
49 
240 
(26%) 
Total Sales 
Personnel 
235 
280 
44 
44 
101 
44 
190 
938 
(100%) 
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2. Sales and Marketing E~nse sumrnary* 
Salaries Office 
And Sales Facilities ~" Advertising 
Market Region Expenses Expenses Expenses ' Expenses 
I. West Coast $11,600,665 $1,144,634 $357,015- $1,246,70G 
II. Rocky Mountain 13,585,452 1,350,541 380,565 1,486,450 
III. North Central 1,996,253 206,411 69,525 239,756 
IV. Great Lakes 2,285,647 236,333 66,169 239,750 
V. North Eastern 4,603,451 426,200 168,483 527,450 
VI. South Eastern 1,689,135 174,657 62,261 239,750 
VII. South Central 8,01l,289 781,629 255,357 1,006,950 
All Regions $43,771,892 $4,320,405 $1,359,375 $4,986t 8OO 
*Expenses are expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
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Total 
Marketing 
Expenses 
~14 __ 349 ,014 
16,803,008 
2,511,939 
2,827,899 
5,725,584 
2,1.65,803 
10,055,225 
$54,438,472 
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3. Solar Array Marketing Costs Per Ivatt 
~ ~Iat'ket i Residential Ccrnmercial Region Household Intermediate j 1 2 
I West Coast $.1004 $.0174 
II Roclw Moun~ain .0994 .0708 
III North Central .11966 .0687 
IV Great Lakes .1086 .0776 
V North Eastern .0895 .0634 
VI South Eastern .0834 .0590-
VII South Central .0862 .0611 
Al.l. Regions $.0955 $.0679 
WExpressed in 1975 $/watt. 
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PLlblic Utility 
i Central, Station 
3 
$.0136 
.0135 
-
-
" 
.0112 
-
.0114 
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$.0124 
1 1 All 
. eUstcmers 
$.0599 
.0626 : 
.0873 d 
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C. Distribution Model Results 
1. Distribution Network Configuration 
.. , ... 
" ' 
," 
Warehouse Factory-Warehouse Size (Square i 
1 : Region Shipping Mode Meters) 
I West Coast Rail 353.95 
~ 
/ , 
.. ". 
< rr Rocky Mountain Direct Shipping 
-i. ~ !II North Central Rail 70.79 
IV Great Lakes Rail 70.79 ~ 
V North Eastern Rail 141.58 ). 
, 
, VI South Eastern Rail 70.79 
~ VII South Central Rail 283.16 
-~ 
All Regions 991.06 
,r; ; 
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Delivery Average Truck. Inventory Fleet Level (MW) Size 
.50 4 
- 6 
.10 1 
.10 1 
.20 2 
.10 1 
.40 4 
1.40 19 
l 
Warehouse 
Personnel 
Level 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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2. Distribution Expense summary* 
~ Market ~ !lesidentia1 CollInercia1 Public utility !legion . Household Intermediate Central Station i 1 2 3 
I West Coast $1,296,406 $432,523 $865,050 
II Rocky MJuntain 127,947 63,974 106,623 
III North Central 665,811 283,217 0 
N Great Lakes 852,920 3":5,104 0 
V North Eastern 2,145,472 974,241 4,871,208 
VI South Eastern 944,205 409,328 0 
VII South Central 2,127,709 i.:91,423 2,228,558 
_. 
All !legions $8,160,470 $3,429,810 $8,071,439 
*Expenses are expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
V-7 
All 
Customers 
$2,593,979 
298,544 
949,028 
1,228,024 
7,990,921 
1,353,533 
5,247,690 
$1,966,719 
\) 
i 1 
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• 3. Solar Array Distribution Costs Per Watt 
·. _ .... 
J 
" 
" 
,~ 
..- ~ Mar~et ~ Residential Commercial Public utility All Reg~on Household Intennediate Central Station Custc:mers i 1 2 3 " 
---
I West Coast $.0135 $.0090 $.0090 $.0108 
, 
~ 
i-e 
II Rocky M::luntain .00ll .0011 .0011 .0011 
III North Central .0347 .0295 - .0330 
t. IV Great Lakes .0445 .0391 - .0427 
)'c V North Eastern .0559 .0508 .0508 .0521 
VI South Eastern .0492 .0427 - .0470 , ;I 
VII South Central .0277 .0232 .0232 .0249 
, .-~ All Regions $ .0213 $.0179 $.0210 $.0205 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars.' 
" 
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1. Bellco Projected Income Statements for the year ending December 31, 1986 
'lbtal Cost Of Net Profit 
i Sales Goods Gross Before 
Region Revenues Sold profit Expenses Tax 
I West Coast 191,545,190 119,875,000 71,670,190 16,942,993 54,727,197 
II Rocky M:Juntain 211,906,173 134,260,000 77,646,173 17,101,552 60,544,621 
III North Central 24,984,354 14,385,000 10,599,354 3,460,967 7,138,387 
IV Great Lakes 25,817,292 14,385,000 11,432,292 4,055,923 7,376,369 
'f V North Eastern 126,611,107 76,620,000 49,891,107 13,716,505 36,174,602 
\0 
VI South Eastern 25,066,070 14,385,000 10,681,070 3,519,336 7,161,734 
VII South Central 169,110,081 105,490,000 63,620,081 15,302,915 48,317,166 
Overall Regions 775,040,267 479,500,000 295,540,267 74,100,191 221,440,076 
'.1"'\ _.:,"" \ Ii --.,_ 
.;, 
--- -I 1 , '-~--:c' 
Net Profit 
Income After 
Tax Tax 
27,910,870 26,816,327 
30,877,757 29,666,864 
3,640,577 3,497,810 
3,761,948 3,614,421 
18,449,047 17,725,555 
3,652,484 3,509,250 
24,641,755 23,675,411 
112,934,438 108,505,638 
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2. Solar Array Price Estimates (1975 $/Watt) 
, 
" 
'" 
-.--
;,.. .... 
. 'K Type Market: i Residential Commercial Region Household Intermediate i 1 2 
~ I West Coast $.8595 $.8127 II Rocky I<buntain .8408 .8007 
~. III North Central .8839 .8376 
~'- IV Great Lakes .9144 .8634 
i 
i ! 
~ I 
,. 
V North Eastern .9036 .8599 
VI South Eas'cern .8857 .8424 
f ; , 
, ! VII South Central .8596 .8180 
All Regions $.8636 $.8201 
,. 
V-10 
public Utility 
Centrf,l station 
3 
$.7316 
.7204 
-
-
.7869 
-
.7486 
$.7469 
All 
Customers 
$.7990 
.7892 
.8685 
.8974 
.8252 
.8713 
.8016 
$.8082 
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APPENDIX A 
General Model Data 
MARKE.TIN3 AND DISTRIBUTICN GECGRAPHIC REGICNS 
REGIONAL MllRKETIN3 AND DISTRIBUTICN CENTERS 
INFLATICN RATES 
REGIONAL OJST INDICES 
FINANCIAL PARAMElrERS 
~ 
A-I 
A-2 
A-3 
A-4 
A-5 
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RroIONAL MARKETIN3 AND DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 
-
MARKETIN3 AND 
RffiION GEX:'GRAPHIC AREA DISTRIBUTION CENTER 
I West Coast los Angeles 
II Rocky Mountain Phoenix 
III North Central Onaha 
IV Great Lakes Springfield 
V North Eastern Syracuse 
VI South Eastern Atlanta 
VII South Central Dallas 
1--' ___________ 
-----
1 
\ 
A-2 
I j 
i 
! . 
, . 
1 . 
r 
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INFLATION RATES 
ANNUAL 
CODE INFLATION CLASS MEASURE RATE 
A Raw materials Crude materials price index 11% 
B Labor Manufacturing labor 8% 
C Chemicals Industrial chemicals 13% 
lJ Comnodities Producer finished goods 8% 
E Energy & utilities Electric pcwer 12% 
G Land ~ringfield Real EState 4% 
H Facilities Factory and commerical buildings 9% 
I Construction Construction and contract labor 8% 
J El:juipuent Machinery and equipment 7% 
F Resources Natural resources 15% 
T Transportation Transportation 7% 
Sources: (a) Survey of current business statistics (1967 = 100) published 
by the u.S. Department of Commerce. 
(b) Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
(c) ~ringfield Illinois Chamber o~ Commerce. 
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REGICNAL COST INDICES 
Energy 
and 
Labor Utilities Facilities Construction I Equi]:ll1ent 
I West Coast 1.103 1.320 1.062 1.062 1.062 
II Rocky Mountain 1.088 .820 .969 .969 .969 
III l.Ibrth Central 1.014 .900 1.052 1.052 1.052 
IV Great Lakes 1.161 .900 1.000 1.000 1.000 
V North Eastern .998 1.300 1.114 1.114 1.114 
VI South Eastern .858 .950 .938 .938 .938 
VII South Central .937 1.200 .927 .927 .927 
National Average 1.000 1.000 1.041 1.041 1.041 
Sources: Forbes, Business We~k, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Data Resource Institute, 
National Bureau of .Economic Research, Business School Professional, Engineering 
News Record, Oensus of Wholesale Trade, caifornia Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
and Site Selection Handbook. 
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FINANCIAL PARAMETERS 
~ = Effective income tax rate = 51% 
/) = Financi~l leverage = Total Capital = 1.20 
Total Equity 
r = Annual return on equity = 21% 
i = Deflation Rate = 6% 
~ = After Tax Profit Margin = 14% 
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APPENDIX B 
Ml\RKEl'ING MODEL DATA 
1. SALESMAN PRODUcrIVITY AND SUPPORI' INDICES 
2. DIREcr SALES PERSOONEL rolPENSATION RATES 
3. INDIREcr SALES SUPPORI' STAFF RELl':I:rIONSHIPS 
4. INDIREcr SALES PERSOONEL rolPENSATION RATES 
5. SALES OFFICE FACILITIES COST PARAMETERS 
6. SALES AND ADVERI'ISING EXPENSE PARAl.ffiTERS 
I' I , 
Page I , 
I B-1 
1 
B-2 I 
1 
B-3 1 
B-4 I 
B-5 
B-6 
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SA1:.ESMAN PRODUCTIVIfi lIND SUPPORr INDICES 
Average lI'Jegawatt salesman 
Order Sales Per Support 
Quantity Salesman Index 
(MW) ACQ (fu'W/YR) MWS SSI 
• 001 .50 .100 . 
.010 . .51 .101 
.100 .59 .109 
1.000 1.45 .190 
10.000 10.00 1.000 
100.000 95.51 5.000 
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DIREC'r SALES PERSaiINEL mMl?ENSATIOO RATES 
Salesman 
, -<' 
. ,.' 1\nnual 
Index Conpensation* '.,'. i Dascription n CS; r ,,-' 0 \.: ~ :.' .J YU'~ '~) 
- ( 
1 Salesman, Household Products $18,060 ,. I 
. 
2 Salesman, Intermediate Commercial Products '$24,000 I. 
') 
.3 Salesman, central Power Stations $31,920 ,"', , '. I, 
, :1 , ' 
DLrect S es SllPPOrt Personnel - . -- -, r., C-. --, 
:Requirement, ":"'-'-' Annual'-
Index Coefficient: ' ~i Cornpensation* " e:, 
k Dascription RCk 
-
ACk 
, , 
1 Field Engineer 2.0 $26,400 , 
2 Cbmmercial Artist .1 $12,~20 
3 Market Research Analyst .4 $25,200 
,i,', 
.-
4 Technical Illustrator .2 $18,900 
5 Technical Writer .2 $18,900 
"'I 
~ (;;' 6 Advertising Salesman .1 , $17,500 
" . ,~'. --. , - -'" 
' .. 
' .--' '_i '-- ',-- ----' 
*Canpensation rates include all wages and benefits, are expressed in.l977 do~laJ;".'? 
per year, and based ,on nationwide averages. 
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INDIREcr SALES SUPPORT STAFF RELATIONSHIPS* 
i"~ 
- , 
r· 
i 
I I' 
t 
, 
,. 
,. Indirect Staff EeClUired Bv Staff Pi: Ii -
" 
.. 
Secretary I (J:.,ooer Management) Salesman, Household Products 9 1 Salesman, Intermediate Commercial 6 1 Salesman, Central Pcmoel: Stations 4 1 i Market Research Analyst 4 1 Salesman, .1Idvertising 4 1 ,. . ' , 
,-', 
'. 
-Seo~etary Ir (Middle Management) Manager, Sales Engineering 2 1 Manager, Sales 2 3. () Manager, .1Idvertising 2 1 Manager, Market Research 2 1 
.. 
,. 
-
- -.. 
'--' '- ' . 
- -
pecrei;ary pI {Upper Management) Regional Vice PreSident, C,' Sales and Marketing 1 1 ) .. :-' 
-
. ~ 
, 
) Managerr .1Id~rtising Ccmmercial Artist 9 'I Salesman: .1Idver'!;ising 6 1 ,~~ ': .. , 
'~ . ) 
\ : Manager, Marketing Research Marketing Research Analyst 6 1 ,..:. , 
'. 
-- -- '--
, 
" . 
Manager, Sales Salesmanq HousehoI~ Products 9 1 , Salesman, .Intermediate Ccmmercial 6 1 Salesman, Central Station 4 1 .. c; <:_ ~ -.. 
- , - .. 
-
-
. 
, ( 
[ Manager" Sales En\j'ineecing. Field Engineer 9 1 • Technical writer 9 1 , Technical Illustrat'-lr 9 1 , " 0 ,. c' 
.. ,. 
, , '-' , 
. 
, '. 
.--' -~ 
,; " ';Yice President" Sa,J,es and 
--J Marketillg:, Manager, Sales 4 1 
,. 
:Manager, Sales Engineering 4 1 I, ('\ Manage);:, Advertising 4 1 
-
, 
0° Manager, Market.ing Research 4 1 CJ ~ 
." 
c' u C' U , , 
,. 
'" ,. 
." ! . *.I:b is cthe(jUlmbeJ!:of "Indirect Btaff" for Di of the "Required by Staff". Jibr example, one Secretary PtLower ~Managerrentl. is requi:r;:edfor every nine salesmen: of household ,', products. ,. t 
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INDIREcr SALES PERSONNEL ca4PEl'lSATIOO RATES 
Job Title 
Vice President, Sales and Marketing 
Manager, Sales Engineering 
Manager, Sales 
Manager, 1\dvertising 
Manager, Marketing Research 
Market Research l\nalys,t 
Technical Illustrator 
COmmercial Artist 
Technical Writer 
Field Engineer 
Salesman, Mvertising 
Salesman, Household Products 
Salesman, Intermediate Commercial Products 
Salesman, Central Power Stations 
Secretary I (Lower Management) 
Secretary II {Middle Management) 
Secretary III (Upper Management) 
B-4 
Annual Compensation 
(Wages + Benefits) 
(1977 $/year) 
$59,800 
$38,400 
$38,400 
$38,400 
$38,400 
$25,200 
$18,900 
$12,320 
$18,900 
$26,400 
$17,500 
$18,060 
$24,000 
$31,9120 
$13,650 
$14,,560 
$15,890 
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SALES OFFICE FACILIT:t:-S casT PARAMETERS 
Sales Office Size Tbtal Office Capital Cost 
(Square Meters) (1977 $) 
S Ko(S) 
0 < S < 185 Ko{S) = 366.49*S 
185 < S < 278 K (S) = 28412.90 + 212.90*S 0 
, . 
1 278 < S I... 372 Ko(S) = 5382.98 + 295.74*S 
372 < S S. 557 Ko(S) = 21696.22 + 251.89*S 
557 < S :S. 1115 Ko{S) = 3284.95 + 284.95*S 
1115 < S K (S) = 24781024 + 265.67*S 0 
... 
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SALES AND ADVERTISIN3 El{PENSE P1\RAMETElRS 
I 
• 
i" I 
• 
.. I I ~ 
-- A)lerage Order 
CUstomer/product Quality Range 
Type 1\OQi 
i (MggawattSLOrder) 
1. Small Household Products 0.00- .05 
2. Intermediate Cbmmercial Products 0.05-1.00 
, 
I 
1
3 • Large Central Power Stations 1.00-500 
i 
-
B-6 
Sales 
Expense lIdvertising 
Rate Cost Rate 
SM; ADE; 
20% 2.0% 
25% 1.0% 
30% 0.1% 
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APPENDIX C 
DISTRIBUTION MODEL DATA 
Page 
1. INTERREGIONAL SHIPPIN3 DIS'l2INCES C-l 
2. INTERREl3IONAL TRlINSPORl'ATION COST EUNCTION C-2 
3. INTRAREGIONAL TRlINSPORl'ATION COSTS C-3 
4. WAREHOOSE COST PARAMETER STANDARD VALUES C-4 
• Warehouse Space utilization Factor C-5 
• Building Capital Cost Function C-5 
• Equipment Capital Cost Function C-6 
• Warehouse Personnel Cost C-6 
• Maintenance Cost Rate C-8 
C-8 
1 C-9 
• Utility Cost Rate 
• Insurance Rate 
C-9 I C-lO C-lO I C-lO 
• Prcperty Tax Rate 
• Equipnent Lease Rate 
• Building Lease Rate 
• Inventory Carrying Charge Rate 
j 
.... 
, 
. , 
? 
I-' 
" 
-~ -1 .'" ) I--~! 
~ Regwn Origin Reqion 
I West Coast 
Los Angeles 
II Rocky />buntain 
Phoenix 
III North Central 
Qnaha 
IV Great Lakes 
Springfield 
V North Eastern 
Syracuse 
VI South Eastern 
Atlanta 
VII South Central 
Dallas 
- - - ----
I 
West 
Coast 
TABLE C-l 
INTERREGICNAL SHIPPING DISTllNCES 
(Kilareters) 
II III IV 
Rocky North Great 
Mountain Central Lakes 
Los Angeles Phoenix Qnaha Springfield 
-- 640 2788 3057 
640 
-
2100 2782 
2788 2100 
-
644 
3057 2782 644 
-
4344 3595 1770 1287 
3540 3036 1609 965 
2293 1652 1064 1207 
- \ " , . "~:-
~; 
V VI VII. 
North South South 
Eastern Eastern Central 
Syracuse Atlanta Dallas 
4344 3540 2293 
3595 3036 1652 
1770 1609 1064 
1287 965 1207 
-
1529 2414 
1529 
-
1287 
r 
2414 1287 
-
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TABLE C-2 
IN'l'ERREGICNAL TRANSPORTATION COST FUNCTION 
Weight Class Transportation Freight Charge Rate (Kilograms) Mode (1977 $ Per 100 Kilograms) 
Less than 225 Truck 20.8400 + .01845*S 
225 to 450 Truck 16.3100 + .01986*S 
450 to 90G Truck 13.3400 + .01951*S 
900 to 2<''50 Truck 11.4800 + .01774*S 
2250 to 4500 Truck 7.0790 + .01845*S 
4500 to 10800 Truck 5.9020 + .01880*S 
10800 to 18000 Truck 5.4320 + .01135*S 
18000 to 36000 Rail 0.7440 + .00918*S 
M::>re than 36000 Rail 0.0192 + .00940*S 
Where S = Shipping distance in kilometers 
*Rail rates have been adjusted to include delivery to and from the train depot and to reflect differences between rail distance and road distance. Thus, ~~e freight charges represent door-to-door transportation costs. 
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TABLE C-3 
INrRAREX3IONAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS* 
Following is a list of delivery cost parameters for a medium duty conventional 
truck. A medium duty truck with a capacity of 80 rOOO kg was selected for the 
base case since it is capable of carrying a load of 500 kw of solar collectors. 
This wouuld correspond approximately to 50 residential customers or to 'one 
commercial customer. 
• Vehicle Distance Capacity 
Assuming 250 days per year and 320 kilometers per day 
j- MC = 75,000 kilorneter~vvehicle-year 
l .. 
I. 
I • 
i. 
, . 
.~ " 
r ' 
• 
• 
Vehicle Load Capacity. 
WC = 80,000 kilograms/delivery 
Annual Fixed Cost Per Vehicle 
Purchase cost, net $12,500 
Capital recovery (5 year life, 20% salvage) 
Annual interest (@ 10.5%, r1 = 1.2) 
Annual return on equity (21%, A = 1.2) 
Tax on .E>1Uity 
Where i\ = Financial = 'lbtal Capital 
Leverage Equity Capital 
Present value of tax savings $484 
Assuming accelerated depreciation at 18.37% 
Annual amortization of tax saving 
Net capital cost 
Insurance 
Driver's wages and benefits 
$2,000 
219 
2,188 
2,188 
$6,595 
(156) 
$6,439 
2,000 
15,600 
FC = Annual Fixed Cost per Vehicle = $24,039 
• Variable Operating Cost Per Vehicle ~~.~t~neter 
Gas 
Oil and maintenance $.075/kilometer 
.020/kilometer 
VC = Variable Cperating Cost = $.095/kilometer 
per vehicle kilometer 
*All costs are expressed in 1977 dollars per year. 
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WAREHOUSE COST PARAMETERS STANIl.lillD VALUES 
C>( = Warehouse space utilization factor = .25 
Kb = Building capital cost function (Table C-4) 
K e = Equipnent capital cost function (Table C-5) 
p = Personnel cost function (Table C-6) 
m = Maintenance cost rate = l%/year (% of capital cost/year) 
/' = Warehouse utilities cost rate = $l.20/square meter/year w 
ft = Property tax rate = 4%jyear (% of capital cost/year) 
11 = Insurance rate = l%jyear (% of capital cost/year) 
0 = Equipnent lease rate = • 25/year 
e (fraction of capital cost/year) 
O'b = Building le;~e rate = .l26/year (fraction of capital cost/year) 
.0' = Inventory carrying charge rate = 37.75%jyear 
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a Warehouse Space Utilization Factor 
The warehouse space utilization factor is used to compute the total amount of warehouse space required, based on the maximun inventoJ:Y quantity and the physical vo1uma of the solar array units. 
The multiplier includes the stacking height and allows for circulation and office areas. The standard value is based on the following assumptions: 
The inventoJ:Y is stacked on pallets five meters high • 
A single factory shipment occupies 80% of the total warehouse area. This is the maximum inventory level with no space for safety stock. The remaining 20% of the warehouse is occupied J::q aisles, office areas, and restrooms. 
eX.. = Warehouse space utilization factor 
( 100%\ (1 square meter of warehouse floor) = 80%' } 5 cubic meters of product 
= • 25/meter 
a Building Capital Cost Function 
The capital oost for construction of a warehouse depends on the size and location of the facility. A TB&A engineering cost analysis yielded the following average 1977 warehouse contruction oosts for Springfield, Illinois. 
Warehouse Size Average Construction Cost* (~. e Meters) ($/square meter) 
250 245.96 1000 233.58 2500 221.21 25000 181.92 
*Expressed in 1977 dollars for springfield, Illinois in Region IV. 
These point estimates were used to develop a piecewise linear function to compute building capital costs. The relationships, tabulated on the following page were adjusted to include land costs. Since land costs vaJ:Y considerably from one location to another and do not represent a major portion of the total cost, a simplifying assumption was made. The cost of land is taken to be 10% of the total warehouse cost. This value may actually range from 5% to 18% depending on the location. 
Tb account for regional differences in construction costs, the cost relations should be adjusted using the regional construction ~~st index. 
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TABLE C-4 
BUILDIN3 CAPITAL COST EUNarION 
Warehouse Size F Total Land lind Building Cost (Square Meters) (1977 $) 
0< F < 250 Kb CF) = 0.00 + 245.96 *F ~ 
250 < F < 1000 RbCF) = 4126.70 + 229.45 *F 
1000 < E: <. 2500 ~CF) = 20616.75 + 212.96 *F 
-
2500 < F EbCF) = 109140.00 + 177.55 '*F 
• Equipment Capital Cost Function 
Warehouse equiprent consists of forktrucks, conveyors, lifts, carts, pallets, and other materials handling equiprent. The cost of items are approximated as a function of the size of the warehouse. The follcwing table gives the approximated capital cost relationships. The function yields economies of scale Cthat is, decreasing costs per square meter) for larger warehouses. The rationale for this phenomena is that larger warehouses are able to sub-stitute capital for labor making automated equipment more economically. 
TABLE C-5 
Warehouse Size F Equiprent Capital Cost (Square Meters) (1977 $) 
0< F < 1000 KeCF) = 26*F ~ 
1000 < F < 2500 K CF) = 5000 + 2l*F e 
2500 < F K CF) e = 10000 + 19*F 
• Warehouse Personnel Cost 
The number of warehouse personnel required per square meter of space varies with the size of the warehouse. This reflects the assumption that larger warehouses will operate more efficiently and hence require fewer people per square meter. The follcwing tables indicate the type of personnel and the quantity required for different warehouse sizes. 
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Percent Of 
Personnel Total llnnual 
D:!scription Personnel Cost* 
Warehouse Supervisor 10% $21,450 
Forklift Operator 50% 11,000 
Inventory Clerk 20% 13,510 
Material Handler 20% 16,800 
Total weighted average 100% 13,707 
*The annual cost for personnel includes both wages and benefits and is 
based on a nationwide survey. 'lhe costs should be multiplied by the 
apprcpriate labor cost index to reflect regional conditions. 
Personnel 
Warehouse Size Total Per 1001} 
(Square Meters) Personnel Square MeteriJ 
1 2 
2000 2 1.00 
5000 4 .80 
10000 7 .70 
15000 10 .67 
25000 15 .60 
The annual cost for personnel includes both wages and benefits based on a 
nationwide survey. 'lhe amounts are expressed in 1977 dollars and should 
be multiplied by the apprcpriate labor cost index to reflect regional 
conditions. 'lhe following table presents equations (corresponding to the 
above table) for computir.g the annual personnel cost as a function of the 
warehouse size. 
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TABLE C-6 
PERSONNEL COST FONCl'ION 
Warehouse Size Annual Personnel Cost 
0< F ~2000 P(F) = 27,414 
2000 < F ~ 5000 P(F) = 9,138 + 9.1380*F 
5000 -< F £'15000 P(F) = 13,707 + 8.2242*F 
15000 <- F P(F) = 34,267.50 + 6.8535*F 
F = Warehouse size (square meters) 
P(F) = Annual warehouse personnel cost (1977 $/year) 
• Maintenance Cost Rate 
Maintenance costs for a warehouse can be aP9roximated as a percent of the 
capital cost of the building and equipn.::Ilt. 
m = Maintenance Cost Rate (% of capital cost/year) 
= l%/year 
• utility Cost Rate 
For a warehouse the major utility e~enae is the electric power cost. Hence, 
only electricity costs are computed directly. other utility expenses 
(telephone, water, sewage disposal, fuel oil, etc.) are assumed to be a 
multiple of the total electricity cost. Since utility expenses are a small 
portion of the total warehouse operating cost, this simplifying assumption 
will not affect the end results significantly. Fbllowing are the assump-
tions for ccxnputing the annual utility cost rate per square meter of ware-
house space: 
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Electric Power Cost: 
.5 watts 1 square foot 
capacity = square foot .0929 square meters 
= 5.38 watts/square meter 
Demand = 
(%5 days) 40% year (24 hours) day 
= 3504 hours/year 
Rate = $.0319/kilowatt-hour (in 1977 dollars) 
Cost = 5.3~350~~* ($.0319) 1000 
= $.60/square meter 
Tbtal Utility Cost: 
~ = Warehouse utility Cost Rate r: = 2 (electr~cpower cost) 
= li'l.20/square meter/year 
The >electricity cost rate is from Springfield, Illinois.:i,n Region rrt in 19'1';1. The utili q cost index must be used to obtain the cost for ~ther ·'itt;!gions~ and the utility inflation rate must be used t9 adjust for othe~years. 
• Insurance Rate 
The cost of insurance for a warehouse is assumed to ~ 1% of the Original book value of the warehouse building and equipment. J = Insurance Rate (% of capital cost/year) 
= l%/year 
• JiIi;Operty Tax Rate 
Property taxes are assuned to be 4% of the market value of- the warehouse building and equipment. 
jJ = Property Tax Rate (% of capital i:!Ost/year) 
= 4%/year 
The annual leasing co,St, for both the warehouse building and equipment as computed to yield the lessor a gross return of 12.5% on the capital investp ment. The economic lives are assumed to be five years '.Eor equipnent and 40 years for buildings. 
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• EJ3Uipnent Lease Rate 
. '" , 
D = (l-s) 
e 1 - (l-1'i) n 
i 
where 
s = Salvag", Value Fraction .. .10; that:. is (1 - s) '" Effecti'Ve replacerrefit 
cost (that is, purchase 
price minus salvage value) 
fhaction of the purchase 
price n = Economic Lif~ ~ 5 years 
i = lessor's Rare vI Return = 12.5% 
x = .25 
e 
• Building Lease Rate 
where 
= (l-s) 
.'I.'" (HiD 
i 
s = 0 
n = 40 years 
i '" 12.5% 
~b:; ,126 
c :EnventOl:Y Caprying Charge Rate 
~ .. , 
,Inventoty can:ying charges represE;nt the cost of capital tiea up in .inveI1"'" tories, 'I1aemodel computes this cost by multiplying the average inventory vaJ'Jeby the cartying charge rate, %. '!he starn'lard value of% is aanputeCl as i:ollows: 
% = lnventory Ca:tryingCharge Rate 
~i~;;1:) + r (~) {1:10 +LJ 
where 
;it: 'fust of debt cap;ltal =&:\.05 
Leverage tatio ? Tbtal capital = ~.2 
!IQtal equity 
n':' = Rate 'Of J;"etutn o)1'equitx "3 .21 
1"' = Effective ,inccma Tax Rate c .51 
U '=t' Inveri1:ory Insurance Qlate tii: .0:1. 
'!:he values ii&ted ab::!ve yield % "" 3:h 15% 
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Market Reqion 
I West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III North Central 
J:J Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI SaJth Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
MARKETING EXPENSE SUMMARY~' 
(For All Products by Region) 
Salaries Office 
And Sales Facilities .!Id\1ertising 
Benefits Expenses Expenses Expenses 
$11,600,665 $1,144,634 $357,015 $1,246,700 
13,585,452 1,350,541 380,565 l,486,450 
1,996,253 206,411 69,525 239,750 
2,285,647 236,333 66,169 239,750 
4,603,451 426,200 168,483 527,450 
1,689,135 174,657 62,261 239,750 
8,011,289 781,629 255,357 1,006,950 
$43,771,892 $4,320,405 $1,359,375 $4,986,800 
*Costs are expressed in 1986 ~ufacturing year) dollars. 
D-3 
Total 
Mat'keting 
Expenses 
$14,349,014 
16,803,008 
2,511,939 
2,827,899 
5,725,584 
13 
2,165,803 
10,055,225 
$54,438,472 
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Market Region 
I W:st Coast 
II Rocky /obuntain 
III North Central 
IV Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
SALARIES AND BENEFITS* (By Product and Region) 
Residential Intermediate 
Household Cornrreraial 
Products Products 
$7,667,142 $2,765,895 
9,127,576 3,293,462 
1,466,447 529,806 
1,679,036 606,611 
2,683,643 966,761 
1,240,838 448,297 
5,169,816 1,864,431 
$29,034,498 $10,475,263 
Central 
Pcwer 
Stations 
$1,167,628 
1,164,414 
0 
0 
953,047 
0 
977,042 
$4,262,131 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars and adjusted qy the regional labor cost indices. 
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'lbtal 
salaries 
and Benefits 
$11,600,665 
13,585,452 
1,996,253 
2,285,647 
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Market Region 
I West Coast 
II Rocky M::luntain 
III North Central 
N Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
SALES EXPENSES* 
(By Product and Region) 
Residential Intermediate 
Household O:lrnmercial 
Products Products 
$783,094 $339,547 
926,936 401,912 
143,984 62,427 
164,857 71,476 
283,41"1 122,885 
121,833 52,824 
532,189 230,757 
$2,956,310 $1,281,828 
....... - "'~-
Central 'Ibtal 
Pewer Advertising 
Stations Expense 
$21,993 $1,144,634 
21,693 1,350,541 
0 206,411 
0 236,333 
19,898 426,200 
0 174,657 
18,683 781,629 
$82,267 $4,320,405 
*Expressed in 1986(manufacturing year)dollars. Sales expenses include office supplies, travel and entertainment, and ccmmunication. 
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Market 
I West Coast 
II Rocky l>buntain 
III North Central 
IV Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern , 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
OFFICE FACILITIES EXPENSES 
(By Product and Region) 
Residential Intermediate 
Household Conunercial 
Products Products 
$214,178 $80,364 
235,165 88,238 
50,556 18,969 
48,116 18,053 
81,185 30,461 
45,274 16,987 
146,770 55,072 
$821,244 $308,144 
Centt'al 'lbtal Office 
Puler Facilities 
Stations EKpense 
$62,473 $357,015 
57,162 380,565 
0 69,525 
0 66,169 
56,837 168,483 
0 62,261 
53,515 255,357 
$229,987 $1,359,375 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars and adjusted by the regional 
facilities cost indices • 
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Market Reqion 
I ~st Coast 
II Rocky M:luntain 
III North Central 
IV Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI SOuth Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
ADVERrISI.OO ElWENSES* (By Product and Region) 
Residential Intermediate 
Household Ccmnercial 
Products Products 
$959,000 $239,750 
1,150,800 287,700 
191,800 47,950 
191,800 47,950 
383,600 95,900 
191,800 47,950 
767,200 191,800 
$3,836;000 $959,000 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
0-7 
Central 
Poqer 
Stations 
$47,950 
47,950 
0 
0 
47,950 
0 
47,950 
$191,800 
Total 
l\dvertising 
Expense 
$1,246,700 
1,486,450 
239,750 
239,750 
527,450 
239,750 
1,006,950 
$4,986,800 
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Market Region 
I West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III North Central 
TIl Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
'IDTAL MARKETImEXPENSES 
(By Product and Region) 
Residential Intermediate 
Household Corrmercia1 
Products Products 
$9,263,414 $3,425,556 
11,440,477 4,071,312 
1,852,787 659,152 
2,083,809 744,090 
3,431,845 1,216,007 
1,599,745 566,058 
6,615,975 2,342,060 
$36,648,052 $13,024,235 
D-8 
Central Total 
J?a.qer l'dvertising 
Stations Expense 
$1,300,044 $14,349,014 
1,291,219 16,803,008 
0 2,511,939 
0 2,827,899 
1,077,732 5,725,584 
0 2,165,803 
1,097,190 10,055,225 
$4,766,185 $54,438,472 
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MMlliET~~P~SES~* 
(Fbr Household Products by Region) 
Salaries Office 
And Sales Facilities 
Benefits Expenses Expense 
$7,667,142 $783,094 $214,178 
9,127,576 926,936 235,165 
1,466,447 143,984 50,556 
1,679,036 164,857 48,116 
2,683,643 283,417 81,185 
1,240,838 121,833 45,274 
5,169,816 532,189 1.16,770 
$29,034,498 $2,956,310 $821,244 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
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'lbtal 
Advertising Marketing 
Expenses Expenses 
$959,000 $9,623,414 
1,150,800 11,440,477 
191,800 1,852,787 
191,800 2,083,809 
383,600 3,431,845 
191,800 1,599,745 
767,200 6,615,975 
$3,836,000 $36,648,052 
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MARKETING EKPENSE SUMMARY* (Fbr Intermediate Oommercial Products by Region) 
, ' 
Office I 
, 
salaries Total And sales Facilities Advertising Marketing 
-- Market Region Benefits ExPenses ExPense EXPenses EXPenses " ,
I W:!st Coast $2,765,895 $339,547 $80,364 $239,750 $3,425,556 
--
II Rocky M:luntain 3,293,462 401,912 88,238 287,700 4,071,312 
III North Central 529,806 62,427 18,969 47,950 659,152 --. 
IV Great Lakes 606,611 71,476 18,053 47,950 744,090 
--v North Eastern 966,761 122,885 30,461 95,900 1,216,007 
VI South Eastern 448,297 52,824 16,987 47,950 566,058 
•... 
VII South Central 1,864,431 230,757 55,072 191,800 2,342,060 
- - All Regions $10,475,263 $1,281,828 $308,144 $959,000 $13,024,235 
. , 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
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MARKETING EXPElI1SE SUMMARY* 
(Ebr Central Power Station Products By Region) 
Salaries Office 
And Sales Facilities Advertising 
Market Reqion Benefits EKpenses EKpenses EKpenses 
I W:st Coast $1,167,628 $21,993 $62,473 ~47,950 
II Rocky M:luntain 1,164,414 21,693 57,162 47,950 
III North Central 0 0 0 0 
IV Great Lakes 0 0 0 0 
V North Eastern 953,047 19,89S 56,837 47,950 
VI South Eastern 0 0 0 0 
VII South Central 977,042 
. 
18,6113 53,515 47,950 
All Regions $4,262,131 $82,267 $229,987 $191,800 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
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SALES AND MARKETIOO PERSONNEL COST SUMMI\RY* 
(By Personnel category and Region) 
Direct S::lles Indirect Sales 'lbtal Sales 
Market Reqion Salesman Support Staff Support Staff Personnel 
I 
II 
III 
N 
V 
VI 
VII 
West Coast $5,346,964 $2,674,567 $3,579,134 $11,600,665 
Rocky lbuntain 6,314,644 3,073,567 4,197,241 13,585,452 
North Central 969,632 405,687 620,934 1,996,253 
Great Lakes 1,110,200 464,500 710,947 2,285,647 
North Eastern 1,974,954 1,222,062 1,406,435 4,603,451 
South Eastern 820,458 343,274 525,403 1,689,135 
South Central 3,646,254 1,897,294 2,467,741 8,011,289 
All Regions $20,183,106 $10,080,951 $13,507,835 $43,771,892 
*Oosts are expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars and adjusted by the 
regional labor cost indices. Compensation includes both salaries and 
benefits. 
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SALESMAN COSTS'" 
(By Product and Region) 
~ Region Personne Description West Rocky North Great North SoJlth South (Base Compensation) Coast Mountain Central Lakes Eastern Eastern Central 
1977 Dollars I II III IV V VI VIl 
Salesman, Household $3,915,472 $4,634,686 $719,922 $824,290 $1,417,0B8 $609,165 $2,660,947 
Products ($18,060) 
, 
Salesman, Inter- 1,358,184 1,607,646 249,710 285,910 491,537 211,293 923,032 
mediate Oommercial 
($24,000) 
Salesman, Central 73,308 72,312 0 0 66,329 0 62,275 
Power Stations 
($31,920) 
TOtal Salesman Cost $5,346,964 $6,314,644 $969,632 $l,llO,200 $1,974,954 $820,458 $3,646,254 
"'Expressed in 1986(rnanufacturing year)aollarsjyear and adjusted by the regic~al labor cost indices base 
compensation includes both salary and benefits. 
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~. Region 
Personnel I. 
Description West 
(Base Compensation) Coast 
1977 Dollars I 
Field Engineer $1,923,414 
($26,400) 
Gcmmercial Artist 44,876 
~ ($12,320) 
.... • Market Research Analyst 367,163 
($25,200) 
Technical Illustrator 137,685 
($18,900) 
Technical Writer 137,685 
($18,900) 
Advertising Salesman 63,744 
($17,500) 
Total Direct Sales 
Support Personnel Cost $2,674,567 
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DIRECr SALES SUPPORl' PERSOONEL COSTS'" 
. , 1 
I 
Rocky North Great North 
Mountain Central Lakes Eastern 
II III IV V 
I 
$2,210,239 $291,751 $324,046 $878,820 ' 
! ,: 
51,580 6,8).7 7,806 20,498 
" 
421,966 55,676 63,148 167,764." 
158,257 20,880 , 23,906 62,931l 
I' 
158,257 20,880 23,906 :- 02;93:1,.; 
,I 
" 
73,268 9,683 Ii,088 , ;19,118 :: 
r '. - . . . " .. • I 
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I , 
$3,073,,567 $405,687 : $464,500 '$1,242,062 : 
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South ': I 
Eastern 
VI 
$246,865 
,5,,769 
1·47'.-112 
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South 
Central 
VII 
. 
$1,364,347 
31,844 
260,il56 
97,707-
97,7r17 
C 
0 
45,233' 
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0$343.r2'74 . . $1.,1l97'1294 
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*Expressed in 1986(manufacturing year)dollars/year and adjusted ~ the :regional laboroost indices base 
compensation includes both salary and benefits. 
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INDIREcr SALES SUPPORT PEJ;<.SaIlNELCOSTS* 
Market 
Region 
. 
Personne 
Description West RDCky North Great North South South 
(Base Cbmpensation) Coast Mountain Central Lakes Eastern Eastern Central 
1977 Dollars I II III N V VI VII 
Regional Vice President $706,204 $827,702 $122,063 $139,758 $278,927 $103,285 $487,353 
($59,800) 
Manager', Advertising 38,439 44,682 5,915 6,773 17,773 5,006 27,548 
($38,400) 
Manager, Market Research 93,220 107,153 14,167 16,220 42,595 11,986 66,171 
($38,400) 
Manager, Sales 1,309,224 1,545,313 236,700 271,015 485,772 200,284 893,461 
($38,400) 
Manager, Sales 
Engineering 372,964 428,693 56,666 64,880 170,377 47,948 264,686 
($38,400) 
Secretary I (Lower 
Management) 527,539 620,739 93,547 107,109 201,052 79,155 361,702 
($13,650) 
Secretary II (Middle 
Management) 343,891 403,023 59,438 68,056 135,824 50,295 237,320 
($14,560) 
Secretary III (Upper 
Management) 187,653 219,936 32,434 37,136 74,115 27,444 129,500 
($15,890) 
Total Indirect Sales 
SUpp:lrt Personnel Costs $3,579,134 $4,197,241 $620,934 $710,947 $1,406,435 $525,403 $2,467,741 
-
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year)dollarsjyear and adjusted by the regional labor cost indices. Base 
compensation includes both salary and benefits. 
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Market ~ion 
I West Coast 
II Rocky M::xmtain 
III North Central 
IV Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
SALES AND MARKETIN3 PERSONNEL SUMMARY 
(By Personnel Category and Region) 
Direct Sales Indirect Sales 
Salesman Support Staff SuPPOrt Staff 
125.036 49.563 60.375 
149.834 57.744 71.818 
24.799 8.178 11.346 
24.799 8.178 11.346 
50.638 25.029 26.088 
24.799 8.178 11.346 
100.237 41.389 48.956 
500.142 198.259 241.545 
(53%) (21%) (26%) 
0-16 
Total Sales 
J?ersonne1 
234.974 
279.396 
44.413 
44.413 
101.755 
44.413 
190.582 
939.946 
(100%) 
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~ Market - i Region i 
I West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III North Central 
IV Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
SALES FORCE SIZE 
(By Product and Region) 
'lbtal Nll!1ber Of Salesmen Reqillred 
In Region j For CUstaner~IJe i (SRi; ) 
Residential Ccrrurercial Public utility 
Household Intel100diate Central Station 
1 2 3 
98.328 25.666 1.CJ415 
117.994 30.799 I 1.0415 
19.666 5.133 0.0000 
19.666 5.133 0.0000 
39.331 10.266 1.0415 
19.666 5.133 0.0000 
78.662 20.533 1.0415-
393.313 102.663 4.1664 
D-17 
All 
custarers 
125.036 
149.834 
24.799 
24.799 
50.638 
24.799 
100.237 
500.142 
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SALESMAN PRODUCTl VITY AND SUPPOR T INDICES 
Nt.nnber Of Average Order . Megawatt Sales Salesmar 'lbtal 
Customers Quantity Per Salesman Support Salesmen 
Custaner All Regions AO;!i MWSi Index For Custarer 
Type i Per Year (MW) (MW/YR) SS1; i In All Reqions 
1 Residential 
Household 2C,000 01 50.850 .1008 393.313 
2 Ccmnercial 
Intermediate 200 .50 1.948 .1449 102.663 
3 Public utility 
~ Central Station 4 50.00 .960 48.0040 4.166 
co 
All Regions 20,204 .025 40.408 .997 500.142 
- --- -------
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~ Market k Region j 
I West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III North Central 
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IV Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South clastern 
VII South Central 
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DIP:-'.cr SALES SUPPORT PERSCl'lNEL REQUIREMENTS 
(By Personnel Type and Region) 
Market 
.~ ...... "".,.:''1'' 
. \ \' \\1-
--:--1 
Field CCllIllI<!rcial Research Technical Technical AdlTertising 
Engineer ArtJ.st Analyst Illustrator Writer Salesman 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
33.043 1.652 6.608 3.304 3.304 1.652 
38.495 1.925 7.699 3,850 3.850 1.925 
5.452 .273 1.090 .54El .545 .273 
5.452 .273 1.090 .545 .545 .273 
16.686 .834 3.337 1.669 1.669 .834 
5.452 .273 1.090 .545 .545 .273 
27.591 1.380 5.518 2.760 2.760 1.380 
132.171 6.610 26.432 13.218 13.218 6.610 
1i 
-,- , 
'Ibta1 Direct 
Sales Support 
Personnel 
In Region j 
TSPi 
49.563 
57.744 
8.178 
8.178 
25.029 
8.178 
41.389 
198.259 
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INDlREcr SALES SUPPORl' PEP.sGNNEL RE>;:lUlREMENI'S 
(By Personnel Type and Region) 
West Focky North Great North 
.- \,., " 
',' 
< --,r-
South South ~Personnel j Coast Mountain Central Lakes Eastern Eastern Central 
? 
~ 
Description 
Regional Vice President 
Manager, Advertising 
Manager, Market Research 
Manager, Sales 
Manager, Sales Engineering 
ScretaJ:Y I (I!Jwer Mgmt.) 
SecretaJ:Y II (Middle Mgmt.) 
SecretaJ:Y III (Upper Mgmt.) 
TOtal Indirect Sales 
Support Personnel 
I II 
5.356 6.364 
.454 .535 
1.101 1.283 
15.463 18.503 
4.405 5.133 
17.528 20.9W 
10.712 12.727 
5.356 6.364 
60.375 71.818 
III N V 
1.007 1.007 T 2.338 
.076 .076 .232 
.182 .182 .556 
3.041 3.041 6.341 
.728 .728 2.224 
3.381 3.381 7.383 
2.014 2.014 4.676 
1.007 1.007 2.338 
11.436 11.436 26.088 
I,..:o,~=,~- ··,--,-~,~·--,~,c·,,· =_.. '-'0' • "_"",,,_,,_,_, __ ~,", ___ u .. c. ... __ ," ______ ._,.~~ .• _ 
VI VII 
1.007 4.351 
.076 .383 
.182 .920 
3.041 12.422 
.728 3.680 
3.381 14.147 
2.014 8.702 
1.007 4.351 
11.436 48.956 
----
_~~_........... __ ·.....:........__._k,~~''"_ •..••. ~,'_~_ 
\U 
~?l J.ons 
21.430 
1.832 
4.406 
61.852 
17.626 
70.110 
42.859 
21.430 
241.545 
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I West (bast 
II !lOCky Mountain 
III North central 
IV Great Lakes 
V N:>rth Eastern 
VI SOUth Eastern 
VII SOUth central 
A1l Regions 
~'., 
Facilities 
Cost 
Index 
1.062 
0.969 
1.052 
1.000 
1.114 
0.938 
.927 
1.041 
;:. 
" 
"-
SALES lIND M/lRKJ;:rm;; OFFICE FACILITIES EXPENSES 
&!~es 
Office Facilities Office 
Utilities 'lbta1 Size capital Lease 
COSt Sales (Square Value Expense 
Index Personnel Meters) (1986 $) (1986 $) 
1.320 235 2,926 $1,850,836 $233,118 
0.820 279 3,475 1,995,073 251,379 
0.900 44 548 364,963 45,986 
0.900 44 548 346,923 43,712 
1.300 102 1,270 876,287 110,412 
0.950 44 548 325,415 41,003 
1.200 191 2,378 1,321,836 166,552 
1.000 939 11,693 $7,081,333 $892,162 
'- \' \P, -, 
, I 
I Office Office Other I Utilities Maintenance Office 
. Expense Expense Expenses J (1986 $) (1986 $) J).986 $) 
, 
! $12,853 $18,502 $92,542 
, 9,481 19,951 99,754 
1,642 3,649 18,248 
1,642 3,469 17,346 
5,493 8,764 43,814 
1,733 3,254 16,271 
9,495 13,218 66,092 
$42,339 $70,807 $354,067 
~"-,,.-----"-"~------------.:..---------------
' \', ~, 
" 
'lbta1 
Office 
Expenses 
(1986 $) 
$357,015 
380,565 
69,525 
66,169 
) 
168,483 
62,261 
255,357 
$1,359,375 
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DISTRIBUTION M:lDEL C1ILO.JLATIONS 
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" 
INDEX 
" 
f, Page 
• 
'" Total lInnual Distribution Cost Calculations for the 'Wast Coast :Region 0-23 ;.. 
I -- Direct - Facto~ west Coast CUstomer Shipments Cost calculations 0-24 
/' 
-, i' Warehouse COst Calculation Fbr Region I 'Wast Coast 0-25 
r Annual Distribution Cost Fbr west coast Warehouse Transshipments 0-26 ~ 
I 
I Direct - Facto~ Rocky Mountain CUstomer Shipments COst Calculations 0-27 I 
i ' Total lInnual Distribution Cost calculations for the North Central :Region 0-2B 
I Direct - Facto~ North Central Customer Shipments COst Calculations 0-29 
, \ Warehousing COst calculation For Region III North Central 0-30 
lInnual Distribution Cost For North Central Warehouse Transshipments 0-31 
Total Annual Distribution COst calculations for the Great Lakes Region 0-32 
Direct - Facto~ r.reat Lakes Customer Shipments COst Calculations 0-33 
Warehousing COst calculation For Region IV Great Lakes 0-34 
Annual Distribution Cost For Great Lakes Warehouse Transshipments 0-35 
Total lInnual Distribution Cost calculations for the North Eastern Region 0-36 
Direct - Factory North Eastern - CUstomer Shipments COst calculations 0-37 
.~ Warehousing Cost Calculation For Region V NOrth Eastern 0-3B I j . lInnual Distribution Cost Fbr North Eastern Warehouse Transshipments 0-39 
I Total lInnual Distribution Cost calculations for the South Eastern Region 0-40 
Direct - Factory South Eastern CUstomer Shipments COst calculations 0-41 
I 
Warehousing Cost calculation For Region VI South Eastern 0-42 
lInnual Distribution Cost Fb'c South Eastern Warehouse Transshipments 0-43 
~ Total lInnual Distribution Cost calculations for the South Central Region 0-44 
r- Direct - Facto~ South Central CUstomer Shipments COst Calculations 0-45 I" 
I ' 
Warehousing COst calculation For Region VII South Central 0-46 
I: lInnual Distribution Cost For South Central Warehouse Transshipments 0-47 
0-22 
Clstaner 
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.. ~".l = OCkj 
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TO'I'AL l\NNUAL DISTRIBUTION COST CALClJIATIONS 
FRC/.\ THE: FAC'IORY IN REXlIDN k = II = MOONTAIN 
TO 0lS'IOMERS IN REXlION j = I WEST CDAST 
Shipping Shipping Cost Costs For 
Indicator (1986 $) Transshipnents (1986 $) 
1 
1 
0 3,272,805.70 0.00 3,272,805.70 
1 0.00 
1 
1 .00 
0 432,523.67 0.00 432,523.67 
1 
1 0.00 
1 .00 
0 73 
0 3,272,805.70 0.00 3,272,805.70 
0 432,523.67 0.00 432,523.67 
1 
0 3,272,805.70 0.00 3,272,805.70 
1 0.00 587,513.00 587,513.00 
0 
1 0.00 1,296,406.00 1,296,406.00 
0 .67 0.00 432,523.67 
0 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
0 
+ ICkj = ~tal Distribution Cost in Regia-. j (1986 $) 
if custaners of type i in Region j are supplied directly fran the factory 
if customers of type i in Region j are supplied fran a warehouse in 
Region j 
0-23 
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Anllllal 
Demand 
CUstcrner In Region j 
Type (MW/m) 
i di' 
Residential 
Household 50.0 
Intermediate 
COmercial 25.0 
central Station 
Utility 50.0 
Factory Region k ; II Ilocky M:luntain 
MaIket Region j ; I West coast 
Average 
Delivery Numbe': Shipnent 
Quantity Shipnerlts Weight 
(MW/Ship) Per 'Y,ear (kg) 
q, d" /q, Z;;q,*w 
.01 5000 1559.25 
.50 50 77 ,962.50 
5.00 10 779,625.00 
w ; Solar Array Unit weight (kgMW) 
= 155,925 kg!MW 
ShiPl?ing ~ipnent 
Distance cost Annual COSt 
(kIn) ($) (1986 $/m) 
Ski C(Zi Ski ) 0::: .. ' 
640 $356.03 3,272,805.70 
(TrUck) 
640 $4,705.19 432,523.67 
(Rail) 
640 $47,051.93 865,049.73 
(Rail) 
; Annual distril:ution cost in Region j for cust:arers sUPJ?lied directly fran the factory in Region k 
(in manufacturing year dollars) 
; 
where 
1986-1977 
) (l-kl T) 
; JOI 
X ij l 
if cust:arers of type in Region j are supplied directly fran the factory 
if custaners of type i in Region j are supplied fran a warehouse in Region j 
Transportation 
Inflation Rate 
gT; 7%/year 
D-Z4 
1 
i j 
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WAREHOOSIN3 COST CALCllLATIOO EOR REl3IOO j = I WEST COlIST 
Shi,::ment arY Qi (MW) .25 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 
Warehouse size F = 353.95 Qi m2 88.4875 176.975 353.95' 530.925 707.90 
Equipnent Cost 
E = (1.07)9 *Ke (Fj )*ej 4,492 8,984 17,968 26,952 35,936 
Facilities Cost 
B = (1.09)9 *ISb (Fi )*b; 50,201 100,401 196,845 290,508 384,171 
Warehouse Lease Cost (1986 $/YR) 7,448 14,897 29,294 43,342 57,389 
LCi (Q ; ) = .25E + • 126B 
Personnel Cost 
(1.08)9 *P(Fj )*lj 60,445 60,M5 60,445 60,445 60,445 
Utilities Cost 
(1.12)9 *1.2o*uj*Fj 389 777 1,555 2,332 1,310 
Property Tax, Maintenance and Insurance 3,282 6,563 12,889 19,048 25,206 
.06*(E + B) 
Warehouse Operating Cost (1986 $/YR) 64,116 67,785 74,889 81,825 86,961 
ex: (Q ) 
Inventory Carrying Cost (1986 $/yR) 23,594 47,188 94,375 141,562 188,750 
CC(Qi ) = 94375*Q i 
Warehousing Cost (1986 $/YR) 95,158 129,870 i98,558 266,729 333,100 
Wi (Q il = CC(Q i ) + ex: i (Q i ) + LC i (Q i ) 
Regional Cost Indices Inflation Rates 
ej = Equiprent = 1.062 9 = Equiprent = J 
bj = Facilities = 1.062 g = Facilities = H 
1j = Labor = 1.103 9 = Labor = B 
u = Utilities = 1.320 g = Utilities = j E 
9 = Transportation = 
.~ T 
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., 
2.50 
884.875 
47,919 
477,835 
71,437 
60,445 
3,887 
31,365 
95,697 
235,938 ) 
403,072 
7% 
9% 
8% 
12% 
7% ~ 
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IlNNUllL DISTIUBUTIIN = EOR WAREllOOSE TRl\NSSIIIE!m!l 
IN REGIIN j = I WEST COAST 
FAC'IORY LOCATIIN REGrIN k ~ II = MJUNl'l\IN 
Cust:aner !I.YJ?e i Xij dij 
1 Household 1 50.0 
2 Intermediate 0 25.0 3 Central Station 0 50.0 
~ 125.0 -- -- -- ---- ----- -
Warehouse - custaner distance = Y ij 
Factox:y-«arehouse distance 
Solar Array Unit Weight 
= qj 
Deliveries/year dij 
= Syj 
= w 
MW) 
Xii 
Qj 
Order processing cost @$50/delivety 
Cost/delivety C(Oj *W'Skj ) 
= (1 + .07) 
ng Cost CC(O j ) 
Warehouse Operating Cost OC. (Q. ) 
J J 
warehouse Leasing Cost LCj(Oj ) 
xij ~dij 'I;. (dij 
50.0 .01 
0.0 .50 
0.0 5.00 
50.0 
= 640 kIn 
= 155.925 I<gtMW 
5.000 2.500 
I I 4.705 9.410 
874. 223 869.646 
41.188 94.375 
67.785 74,889 
14.897 29.294 
I 
-~-.: 
~Xij /q)~ l~*Yij 
we 
298,726.56 
0.00 
0.00 
KM = 298 726.56 
Fe = $24,039/year 
va = $.095/km 
Yij 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
Me = 75.000 Ian/vehic1e 
1,667 I 500 
868,095 865,969 
141,562 
81,825 
43,342 
1.232.295 1.296.406 11,363.026 1.815,940 
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Custaner 
Type 
i 
Residential 
Household 
Intermediate 
Ccrmercial 
central Station 
Utility 
~ta1s 
., 
" 
DIRECT - FACroRY-QJS:ramR SHIPMENl'S COST == 
Annual 
Demand 
FaC1:ory Regicn k = II lbcky Io!:luntain 
Market Regicn j = II Ibcky M:untain 
Average 
Delivery N~r Shipnent 
In Region j QJantity ShiJ;I1lents \'eight 
(MW/m) (Ifi/Ship) Per~~~r (kg) dii 9i d; - Zi = -9i *w 
60.0 .01 600 1559.25 
30.0 .50 60 77,962.50 
50.0 5.00 10 779,625.00 
140.0 .21 670 32,581.3~ 
Average 
Shipping 
Distance 
(Jan) y,-
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
-" 
, 
\ 
Average 
Slipnent 
COst 
(1986 $) 
213.245 
1,066.233 
10,662.330 
4~5.58B 
\" -, 
~tal 
Annual Cast 
(1986 $/m) 
DC,,-
127,947 
63,974 
106,623 
29D,5M 
DC klt = Annual distribution cost in Region k for cust:ciJers supplied directly frc:n til'a factozy in Region J~ (in Manufacturing Year Dollars) 
(l+g
T
)n i:. ~ * 1 + ~ * Yij t; 2:£ +vc ~ = 9i \'10 Me 
i=l 
w = 155,925 kg/MW Fleet size = 6 'f-z:uc.1<s 
FC = $24,039/year Distance = 390,806,266 km/yr 
VC = $.095/1<m Fixed Cast = $230,288 
Me = 75,000 km/vehicle Variable cost = $68,256 
we = 8,000 kg/delivery ~tal cost = $298,544 
9T = Transportation inflation rate = 7% 
n = 1986-1977 = 9 
f,. 
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OJstaner 
Type 
i 
1 
2 
3 
TOtal 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
! 
2 
3 
Total 
'ICkj ; OC kj 
;[: 
TOTAL ANNUAL DISl'RIElJTlOO CXlST CALCULATIONS 
FRCI'1 'llIE FAG'ORY IN REXlION k ; II RlCl(Y MCXJNrAIN 
TO aJSTa>lEllS IN REXlICN j ; III NORlH CENl'RAL 
Annual Direct ~nnual Distribution TOtal Annual 
Shipping Shipping Cost Costs For Distribution Cost 
Indicator (1986 $) Transshipnents (1986 $) Region j (1986 $) 
Xi; OC.' IC,., 'IC ... 
1 0.00 
1 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 955,283.00 955,283.00 
0 1,397,039.30 0.00 1,397,039.30 
1 0.00 376,536.00 376,536.00 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1,397,039.30 376,536.00 1,773,575.30 
1 0.00 665,811.00 665,811.00 
0 283,216.62 0.00 283,216.62 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
283,216.62 665,811.00 949,027.62 
0 1,397,039.30 0.00 1,397,039.30 
0 283,216.62 0.00 283,216.62 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1,680,225.90 0.00 1,680,225.90 
+ ICkj ; Total Distril:utinn Cost in Region j (1986 $) 
if customers of type i in Region j are sUPPlied directly fram the factory 
if custaners of type i in Region j are SUWlied fram a warehouse in 
Region j 
D-28 
1 
j 
1 
I 
, 
1 
J 
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DIIlECI' - FAClORY-CUS'ICMER SHmlENl'S COlT CllLCUI.>d'!CNS 
Factory Region k = I! Rocky Mountain 
Market Region i = II! North central 
Annual Average 
llemand Delivery 
CUst:arer In Regicn j Quantity 
'!ype (m/YR) (!oM/Ship) 
i di; g; 
Residential 
Household 10 .01 
Intermediate 
Ccmrercial 5 .50 
central Station 
Utilil;y 0.0 .00 
= Solar Array Unit Woight (kg/MWj 
= 155,925 kg/MW 
Nt:mber Shipnent 
Shiprents Woight 
Per Year (kg) 
d.H /g; z· = -g. *w 
1000 1,559.25 
10 77,962.50 
0 0.00 
Average Average 
Shiwing Shiprent 
Distance Cost 
(Jon) ($J s,,- e(Z- 5kH 
2100 759.88 
(Truck) 
2100 15,404.76 
(Rail) 
2100 0.00 
Total 
Annual Cost 
(1986 $/YR) 
OCk' 
1,397,039.30 
283,216.62 
0.00 
; Annual distribution cast in Region j for customers supplied directly L~ the factory in Region k 
(in manufacturing year dollars) 
= 
:t. £i.i- * (I-X ii )*C(Z i' Ski )(lfflT) 1986-1977 
i=1 g i 
where = .fO
l
O 
Xii l:. if cust:arers of type in Region j are suWlied directly fran the factory if Olstarers of type i in Region j are supplied fran a warehouse in Region j 
Transp:>rtation 
Inflation Rate 
D-29 1 
J 
i , 
, 
, 
,. ! ;... 
--- WAREHOUSING COST Cl'.LCULl\'I'I0i'J !'OR llOOION j = 
.. 
f 
. 
~~ 
, I Shi!l11ent (JJ!'f Q' (MW) .10 
Warehouse size F = 353.950; (m;; 35,395 
'r 
t4 Equiprent Co~t 1,780 E = (1.07) *Ke (Fj )*ej 
Facilities COst 
B = (1.09)9 *Kh (F; )*bj 19,891 
~ 
. warehouse Lease Cost (1986 ~/YR) 2,951 
LC . (0') = .25E + .126B 
Personnel Cost 
(1.08)9 *P(Fj )*lj 55,568 
Utilities CoSt 
(1.12)9 *1.20*uj*Fj 106 
Property Tax, Maintenance and Insurance 1,300 
.06*(E + B) 
Warehouse Operating Cost (1986 ~/YR) 56,974 
OC i (0 ; ) 
Inventory carrying Cost (1986 ~/YR) 
CCCO·) = 94375*0; 
9,438 
Warenousing Cost (1986 ~R) 69,363 
W' CO· ) = CC(O') + CC . (0 . ) + LC . (0' ) 
~ional Cost Indices 
ej = El:juiprent = 1.052 
b. = Facilities = 1.052 
J 
1 = Labor 1.014 j 
u = Utilities = .900 j 
D-30 
~" 
.20 .30 
70,790 106,185 
3,560 5,340 
39,782 59,674 
5,902 8,854 
55,568 55,568 
212 318 
2,600 3,900 
58,380 59,786 
18,875 28,312 
83,157 96,952 
Inflation Rates 
9 = El:juiprent = J 
9 • Facilities = H 
9 B= Leber = 
9 = Utilities = 
E 
g = Transportation = T 
• 
7% 
9% 
8% 
12% 
7% 
l 
i , 
i 
• 
" Ii Ii 
" 
!III"" 
t1 
, 
c~ ,... 
- , 
.JrW-.:.lj (-
.~ ->'~'" 
. >,;.;, 
'~'1 
ANNU!\L DISTRIl3UTICN aJST rnR WAREBalSE TRl\NSSHIJ?MENTS 
IN REXlION j ~ II! NORIII CEN'l'RAL 
FACroRY IDCATICN REXlICN k ~ I! = H:XlNl'AIN 
-7i1L'" \ . ... ... \\ .. 
CUstaoor Type i x,, d" x .. *d q, (d.. *x .. I ' )* 1~ *Yi' Yij 1) .) 1) ij 1 1) 1) q, we) 
1 Household 1 50.0 10.0 .01 
2 Intez:mediate 0 25.0 0.0 .50 
3 central Station 0 50.0 0.0 5.00 
L 
-- --~-~ 10.0 - - - - --
Warehouse - custaner distance = Yij 
Factory-warehouse distance ~ Skj ~ Z,lIDkm 
SOlar llrra:;{ Unit Weight u ~ 155,925 leg/nu, 
= qi 
Deliveries/year ~.( O;j x ij /Q j 
Order processing cost @$50/delivery 
warehouse Operating Cost 
Warehcuse leasing Cost 
OC (OJ ) 
LC (OJ ) 
100 
5,000 
10,435 
921,632 
50 
2,500 
10,435 
665,811 
59,745.31 
0.00 
0.00 
KM~ 59 745.31 
FC ~ $24,039/year 
VC ~ $.095/km 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
[<C ~ 75,000 km/vehicle 
33.33 
1,667 
10,435 
670,541 
, ....... .:..=::.:::::.:'._-:::-.. ,$. *e.". * """" .... '"-'-~_.~., __ ... , ___ " ,_~___ _ __ .~ .... ~ ___ .• n." •• _'.'_~ ___ , __ • .!i. __ A ___ W_._' 
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II 
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-
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r 
. ; 
CUstaner 
Type 
i 
1 
2 
3 
'lbtal 
1 
2 
3 
'lbtal 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
'lUl'AL l\NNUl\L DISTRIBUTIOO CXlST CALaltATIONS 
FROM '!HE FAC'ro~ IN ROOIOO k = II llOQ(Y H:XJNTAIN 
'IO CllS'.OCMERS IN ROOICN j = IV GREl'lr L!\KES 
l\nnua1 Direct l\nnual Distribution 
Shipping ShiP!' ing Cost Costs For 
Indicator (1986 $) Transshipnents (1986 $) 
Xii DCI'; ICki 
1 0.00 
1 0.00 
a 0.00 0.00 
0.00 1,238,369.00 
a 1,743,872.40 0.00 
1 0.00 473,909.00 
a 0.00 0.00 
1,743,872.40 473,909.00 
1 0.00 852,920.00 
a 375,103.63 0.00 
a 0.00 0.00 
375,103.63 852,920.00 
a 1,743,872.40 0.00 
a 375,103.63 0.00 
a 0.00 0.00 
2,118,976.00 0:00 
Total l\nnual 
Distribution Cost 
Region j (1986 $) 
TCki 
0.00 
1,238,369.00 
1,743,872.40 
473,909.00 
0.00 
2,217,781.40 
852,920.00 
375,103.63 
0.00 
1,228,023.63 
1,743,872.40 
375,103.63 
0.00 
2,118,976.00 
TC kj = DC kj + ICkj = Total Distribution Cost in Region j (1986 $) 
=[: 
if custaners of type i in Region j are supplied directly fIOlll the factory 
if Olstarers of type i in Region j are supplied fran a warehoose in 
Region j 
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DIRECT - FACIORl~-QJS'l:I:MER SHIIMEmS COST CAIlllLIITIOOS 
FactoJ:y Regic:n k = II Ibcky Mountain 
MaIket Region j = rv Great Lakes 
Annual Average 
Demand Delivery 
Custcmer In Region j QJantity 
Type (WljnI) (WI/Ship) 
i d·· a, 
, 
Residential 
Household 10.0 .01 
Intermediate 
Camercial 5.0 .50 
Central Station 
UtUit;L_ 0.0 .00 
= Solar Array Unit weight (kg/lv!W) 
= 155,925 kg/MW 
Nt>llber Shipnent 
Shipnents Weight 
Per Year (kg) 
dL, fa; z· = -a~ *w 
1000 1,559.25 
10 77,962.50 
0 0.00 
Average 
ShiWing 
Distance 
(kIn) S., 
2782 
2782 
2782 
·"---1 ~-~~~,"l 
Average 
Shiprent 
Cost 
($) 
C(Zi......JStH 
~g.53 
(Truck) 
20,402.79 
(Hail) 
0.00 
\" , 
:. 
Total 
Annual Cost 
(1986 $jnI) 
DCw\ 
1,743,872.40 
375,103.63 
0.00 
DCIc.i = Annual distribution cost in Region j for custcmers suwlieddirectly fran t:l1<! factoJ:y in Region k (in manufacburing year dollars) 
= 
t. ~ * (l-Xi~ )*C(Zi. , S~l )(liqT) 
i=l qi 
where 
Xi~ 
o if Olstarers of type i in Region j are supplied directly from the iactory 
= 
1 if custaters of type i in Region j are suWlied fran a warehouse in Regioo j 
Transp::>rtation 
Inflation Rete 
gT = 7%/year 
liloi...-, __ ,,-,~_~_,~_, _~~_'._~._, ~_~ ........ ..."..~ ;, .' -edAw n" '-tfH 
i\ . 
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~ional Cost Indices 
ej ; El;!ui];mE!nt ; 1.000 
OJ ; Facilities ;:; 1.000 
lj ; Labor ; 1.161 
Uj ; Utilities ; .900 
D-34 
90, 
5,076 
63,624 
318 
Inflation Rates 
9~ c El;!Uipnent ; 
9H ; Facilities ; 
96 ; Labor ; 
9£ = Utilities ; 
9 T 
; Transportation = 
7% 
9% 
8% 
12% 
7% 
1 
J 
I 
I 
.... 
c • 
-J 
, , 
C~',~~~ -.~ ~."2I--, --
. ;;. 
ANNUAL DISTRIBUTICX'I = BOR \'lARE!lCOSE ~ 
IN ROOICX'I j = N GREAT LI\KES 
FAC'lOHY LO:ATIQI ROOICX'I k = n = !!JONl'AIN 
-:----,;-:- \ " --, 
.'---, :: 
CUstarer Type i Xlj di.i Xlj ~di.i qj (dij "Xjj /gj)w liSi..:!! "Ylj Y1j 
WC 
1 Household 1 10.0 10.0 .01 
2 Intermediate 0 5.0 0.0 .50 
3 Central Station 0 0.0 0.0 0.00 
:z:. 15.0 10.0 .51 
,,'arehouse - custarer distance:;; Yi j 
= Sttl = Z. 78Zkrn Factory-warehouse distance 
SOlar Array Unit {\eight = >1 = 155,925 l"iJ/MW 
tJ 
f 
UJ 
U1 
Warehouse Order Ouantity Q~ (MW) 
Weight - qj Xw 
Ieliveries/year = ~ di~ x·· 
,.) /0 
Order processing cost @$50/delivery 
Cost/delivery C(Oj "W,SJ:.i ) 
Inflation Factor = (1 + .07)Q 
Annual Transportation Cost T IQ (OJ) 
(1986 Dollars) 
Inventory carrying Cost CC(Oj ) 
Warehcuse Operating Cost OCj(Qj) 
warehouse teasing Cost LCj(O,i ) 
l\nnual WarehOUSing Cost Wj (OJ) 
(1986 Dollars) 
Fixed Ielivery Cost Fe - 1(M 
Me 
Variable Ielivery Cost VC*1fM 
Inflation Factor = (J, 4<lT) = 1.83846 
Annual !<>cal Ielivery Costs Lj 
(1986 Dollars) 
9:btel Annual Distribution Cost 
for Region j Transshiprents (1986 $) 
IC,,- (Ol I 
ICkj(O;) = Tki (0;) + Wi (0;) + L; 
, ..... " " .A ... , ___ .-.~_~.~.<.§"'"'~.'''''''' . . ,,",,,~,~,_,_~ .. ,. _'.. • PM em ;"-4 sK 
__ ~ __ ~ __ ,","---_Jo.-..~ .• 
.10 
15,592.5 
100 
5,000 
5,770 
1,070,062 
9,438 
64,966 
2,805 
77,209 
35,206 
10,435 
45,641 
1,151,375 
.20 
31,185.0 
50 
2,500 
8,196 
758,022 
18,875 
66,308 
5,611-
90,794 
35,206 
10,435 
45,641 
852,920 
59,745.31 
0.00 
0.00 
KM = 59 745.31 
Fe = $24,.039/y"ar 
VC = $ .095/131 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
He = 75,000 l:nl/'lrahicle 
.~ - u'u 00 1",/deU .~ 
.30 
46,777.5 
33.33 
1,667 
12,242 
753,258 
28,312 
67,650 
8,416 
104,378 
35,206 
10,435 
45,641 
861,740 
t\ 
'~ 
_u .~,.~,,--" "".fi 
J 
• 
,. 
v. 
--
:~.;l 
Cllstaner 
Type 
i 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
'lOl'AL I\NNUAL DISTP.ISUTIC1l COST CALalIATlONS 
FIDI ~ FAC'IORY IN REGlC1l k = II roacr mlNTAIN 
'IO OJS'lnIERS IN REGION j = V 00RlH EASTERN 
llnnual Direct Annual Distribution 
Shipping Shipping COSt COSts Fer 
Indicator (1986 $) Transshipnants (1986 $) 
XI1 IlC"J IC.:, 
-, 
1 0.00 
1 0.00 
0 0.00 
0.00 8,173,641.00 
0 4,314,665.30 O.OU 
1 0.00 
0 0.00 
4,314,665.30 6,088,514.00 
1 0.00 
0 974,241.37 0.00 
0 0.00 
974,241.37 7,168,512.00 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
0 4,871,207,70 0.00 
4,871,207.70 3,151,074.00 
0 4,314,665.30 0.00 
0 974,241.37 0.00 
1 0.00 5,083,379.00 
5,288,906.67 
0 4,314,665.30 0.00 
1 0.00 1,063,053.00 
0 4,871,207.70 0.00 
9,185,873.00 1,063,053.00 
1 0.00 2,145,472.00 
0 974,241.37 0.00 
0 ~,871,207.70 0.00 
5,045,449.07 2,145,472.00 
0 4,314,665.30 0.00 
0 974,241.37 0.00 
0 4,871,207.70 0.00 
10,160,114.37 0.00 
Total Annual 
Distribution COSt 
Region j (1986 $) 
TCK) 
8,173,641.00 
4,314,665.30 
10,403,179.30 
974,241.37 
8,142.753.37 
4,871,207.70 
8,022,281.70 
4,314,665.30 
974,241.37 
5,083,379.00 
10 372,285.67 
4,314,665.30 
1,063,053.00 
4,871,207.70 
10,248,926.00 
2,145,472.00 
974,241.37 
4,871,207.70 
7,990,921.07" 
4,314,665.30 
974,241.37 
4,871,207.70 
10,160,114.37 
TC~ = OCI!.i + lCII.! = Total Distributicn Cost in Regie," j (1986 $/Year) 
if customers of type i in Region j are supplied directly from the factory 
if custoners of type i in lL"<Jion j are supplied fran a warehouse in 
Region j 
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Custarer ye 
1 Residential 
Household 
2 Intermediate 
Camercial 
3 Central Station 
Utility 
:--1 ~"-~l 
DIRECl' - FACIORY-CllS'lXl4llR SIlIPMEm'S = CALCUIATIOOS 
Factory Region k = II ilDcky M:lUntain Market Region k = V North Eastern 
Annual Average Average JJemand Delivery NU1\ber Shipoont Shil'Ping In Region j Quantity Shipnents Weight Distance (IM~) (1M/Ship) Per ~~ar (kg) (Jon) d" 
'" 
d, , Zl = -0' *w Sk' 
20.0 
.01 2000 1,559.25 3595 
10.0 
.50 20 77,962.50 3595 
50.0 5.00 10 779,625.00 3595 
w = Solar Al:ray Unit I~ight (I:g/MW) 
= 155,925 kg/MW 
.. , 1 
Average 
Shiprent 
OJst 
CI2i ~$§,'I 
1,173.4~ 
(Truck) 
26,495.55 (Rail) 
264.955.55 
I 
I 
" 
1 
'lbtal 
Annual Cost (1986 $~) DC .. , 
4,314,665.30 
974,2Ql.37 
4.871.207.70 
DCkj = Annual distribution cost in Region j for custarers supplied di=l:ly from the factol:}' in P.agion k (in manufacturing year dollars) 
= 
where 
i: .91.L 1< (l-X iJ )*C(Zj, 5113 )(1igT) 
i=1 qj 
if custarers of typa in Region j are supplied di=l:ly fran the factory Xij =c if custarers of typa i in Region j are supplied fran a warehouse in Region j 
TrariSp.:irta£lon 
Inflation Rate 
gT = 7%/year 
...,.. ............... ~-'~ -,,'-"'" .-._'.- .- ..... 
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WAREH::XJSIID = CJ\LC!lLl\TlCN FOR REXlICN j = V NORIH EAS'I'EllN , 
• 
-
: 
---
[ 
, 
:;.- I 
, \ 
Shi<ment I;1l!f. 0 1m) 
.20 
.40' .60 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 Warehouse size F.; = 353.95 0' m'" 70,790 141.58 212.37 353.95 424.74 495.53 566.32 
Equipnent Cost 
E = (1.07)' *K (Fj )*ej 3,770 7,539 ll,309 18,848 22,617 26,387 30,156 Facilities Cost B = (1.09) *Kb(Fj )*bj 42,127 84,254 126,381 206,483 245,783 285,083 324,383 Warehouse Lease Cost (1986 ~/YR) 6,250 12,501 18,751 30,729 36,623 42,517 48,411 
LeI (0.; ) = .25E + • 126B , 
! Personnel COst (1.08) q 'P(F j )*lj 54,691 54,691 54,691 54,691 54,691 54,691 54,691 Utilities Cost 
- ~ (1.12)' *1.20*uj*Fj 306 612 861 1,531 1,837 2,144 2,445 Froperty Tax, Maintenance and Insurance 2,754 5,50B 8,261 13,520 16,104 18,68B 21,272 .06*(E + B) Warehouse cperating Cost (1986 ~tm) 57,751 60,811 63,813 69,742 72,632 75,523 78,40B O::j (oj) Inventory carrying Cost (1986 ~tm) 18,875 37,750 56,625 94,375 113,250 132,125 151,000 0::(0." ) = 94375*Oj Warehousing COst (1986 ~/YR) 82,876 111,062 139,189 194,B46 222,505 250,165 277 ,B19 W.\ (0.; ) = O::(Q.; ) + O::.i (O.i ) + Le' (0' ) r--· 
Regional Cost Indices I 
ej = Equipnent = 1.ll4 
Inflation Rates 
g:r = Equipnent = 7% bj = Facilities ;:; 1.114 
gH = Facilities = 9% I j 1j = Labor = .998 
g B = Lebor = 8% I uj = Utilities = 1.300 
g£ = Utilities = 12% 
g .. = Transportation == 7% 
1 
I j 
i 
1 
I ~ , 
., 
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ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION COS'!' FOR I'lARE!lOOSE TRANSSHIPMENl'S 
IN REXlION j = V N:JRlH E/lSTERN 
FACroR'l LOCATION RE3IW k = II lOO(Y !alNrAIN 
Custarer Type i X" d" X" d" q. (dij XXij/qi) x 1~ "Yij Yij IJ IJ IJ IJ I we 
1 Household 1 20.0 20.0 
2 Intermediate 
° 
10.0 0.0 
3 Central Station 
° 
50.0 0.0 
80.0 20.0 
Warehouse - customer distance ~ YiJ 
Factory-warebouse distance = Ski = 3,595km 
Solar Array Unit Weight = w = 155,925 kg/MW 
= q~ 
IJeliveries/year =~ di.\ x i~ /Q~ 
Order processing cost @$50/delivety 
Warehouse Operating Cost OCj(Qj) 
warehouse Leasing Cost LCj(Q j ) 
$) 
+ Lj 
200 
10,000 
2,829,225 
....•. - ........•. - .... -~-
.01 
.50 
0.00 
.51 
6,667 
100 
5,000 
119,490.63 
0.00 
0.00 
KM = 59 745.31 
Fe = $24,039/year 
VC = $.095/km 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
Me = 75,000 t.m{vehicle 
ao 
4,000 
50 
2,500 
60,811 
12,501 
20 
1,000 
69,742 
30,729 
2,121,882 12,127,0911 2,145,472 12,226,498 
'i\ 
,': 
, 
II 
....... 
:. -.~ 
, 
• 
~ .. 
OJst:cmer 
~ 
1 
1 
2 
3 
~tal 
1 
2 
3 
~tal 
1 
2 
3 
~tal 
1 
2 
3 
~tal 
TOTAL ANNUAL DISTRI8UL'ICN COS'!' Cl\LC!JIATICNS 
F.R!lo! 'lHE FACIOill!' IN REXlItN k = II R:lCKY M:XJNTAlN 
'lO QJS'ICMERS IN REXlIOO j = VI SCO'IH EI\S'I'ERN 
Annual Direc~, Annual Distributlon 
Shipping Shipping COSt COSts For 
Indicator (1986 $) Transshipnents (1986 $) 
xn DC.' Ie . 
1 0.00 
1 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0.00 1,369,336.00 
0 1,873,050.30 0.00 
1 0.00 490,236.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1,873,050.30 490,236.00 
1 0.00 944,205.00 
0 409,327.64 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
409,327.64 944,205.00 
0 1,873,050.30 0.00 
0 409,327.64 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2,282,377.94 0.00 
~tal Annual 
Distribution COSt 
Region j (1986 $) 
TC~' 
0.00 
1,369,336.00 
1,873 ,050 .30 
490,236.00 
0.00 
2,363,286.30 
944,205.00 
409,327.64 
0.00 
1,353,532.64-
1,873,050.JQ 
409,327.64 
0.00 
2,282,377.94 
!:'''k.l = DCk,; + ICKj = Total Distribution COSt in Region j (1986 $) 
if custcmers of type i in Region j are supplied directly fron the factory 
if customers of type i in Region j are supplied f=n a warehouse in 
Region j 
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Custaner 
Type 
i 
Residential 
Household 
Interrrediate 
COrmercial 
central Station 
Utility 
DlREICT - FACIORl-aJ5'roIER SHIPIlOO'S CDST CALClIIATIONS 
Factory Re9~on k = II Il:>cky f\:Juntain 
!larket Reglon j = VI South Ea stern 
Annual Average Average 
Demand Delivery N1JI\ber Shiprent Shipping 
In Region j Quantity Shiprents W,ight Distance 
(m/YR) (MW/Ship) Per Year (kg) (kin) 
d" a' dU /or Zl= o;'w Ski 
10.0 .01 1000 1,559.25 3036 
5.0 .50 10 77,962.50 3036 
0.0 .00 0 0.00 3036 
= Solar Array Unit Weight (kg/MW) 
= 155,925 kg/MW 
Average 
Shiprent Total 
COst Annual COst 
($) (1986 $/YR) 
eli; .S~,) OCk' 
1,173.42 1,873,050.30 
(Truck) 
22,264.22 40S,327.64 
(Pail) 
~.OO 0.00 
= Annual distribution cost in Region j for customers supplied directly from the factory in Region k 
(in manufacturing year dollars) 
= 
t .!!.LL * (l-Xij )'C(Zj, S"" )(l-l1JT) 
i=1 q i 
where 
if customers of type in Region j are supplied directly fre'", the factory 
if custarers of type i in Region j are supplied fran a Wd'""ouse in Region j 
Transp::lrtetion 
Inflation Rate 
'ilT = 7%/year 
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WARE!l(XJsrn::; = CALaJrATICN roR P.EXlICN j = VI SOUTH EASTERN 
Ma:int.erumce and Insurance 
Reqional Cost Indices 
ej .: EJ:jUipnent = .938 
b" ~ = Facilities ;:; .938 
1j = Labor = .858 
Uj = Utilities = .950 
, 
47,019 
112 
1,159 
D-42 
*cptima1 Level 
Inflation Rates 
g3 = Equipnent = 
gH = Facilities = 
ga = Labor = 
S£ = Utilities = 
ST = Transportation = 
6,338 
7% 
9% 
8% 
12% 
7% 
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ANNUAL DISTRII30TICN = FOR WAREOOUSE TRI\NSSllIJ?MEN Dl REGION j = VI South Eastern 
FAcroRY IDCATICN REGICN k = n Rocky Mountain 
-,--.,--
'''\:'". \ \'l'-, 
CUstarer Type i x" IJ dij X" ~d" IJ IJ qi (dij ~Xij Iqi)ft l~ "Yij 
WC 
y .. IJ 
1 Household 1 10.0 10.0 2 Intermediate 0 5.0 0.0 3 Central Station 0 0.0 0.0 
15.0 10.0 
Warehouse - customer distance = Yij 
Factory-warehouse distance skj = 3,036 kIn 
Solar Array Unit \O;!ight = w = 155,925 kgMw 
Warehouse Order Quantity Qj (MW) 
.01 
.50 
0.00 
5.51 
59,745.31 
0.00 
0.00 
KM = 59,745.31 
Fe = $24,039/year 
VC = $.095/km 
SO.O 
50.0 
SO.O 
~!C = 75,000 km/vehicle 
.. ~ ........... .... ...... _ ..... -
.10 .20 .30 
',' 
Weight qj *w 15,592.5 31,185.0 46,777.5 
Deliveries/Year =~di.i Xij /Qj 100 50 33.33 
Order processing cost @$50/delive<y 5,000 2,500 1,667 
Cost/delive<y C(Qj *w,S lI.i ) 
Inflation Factor = (1 + .07) 6,220 8.923 13.359 Annual TI:"cUlsportation Cost T k.i (OJ) . (1986 Dollars) 1.152 703 824.864 821 619 Invento<y car<ying Cost CC(Qj ) 9,438 18,875 28,312 
Warehouse Operating Cost OCj(Q.i ) 48,290 49,562 SO,833 
Warehouse Leasing Cost LCj(Q.i ) 2,631 5,263 7,894 
Annual Warehousing Cost W l (0 j ) 60,359 73,700 87,039 (1986 Dollars) 
Fixed De1ive<y Cost E:£ ~ RM 35,206 35,206 35,206 Me 
Variable Delive<y Cost VC*RM 10,435 10,435 10,435 Inflation Factor = (l-k1T)" = 1.83846 
Annual Local Delive<y Costs L.i 45,641 45,641 45,641 (1986 Dollars) 
Total Annual Distril:ution Cost 
for Regioo j Transshipnents (1986 $) 1,258,703 944,205 954,299 ~IC"';(Q;1 
ICkj (OJ) = Tkj (Qj) + Wj (Qj) + Lj 
"""c;~._,. _ . ...IL ... __ .......... _""-_,~_ ~--'""'~~--...... -.. 
_£ ,,~, .-,~---- . ---~.;;.....~-....... --- ,--
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Tel:.) = IlCk. + ICKJ = 'Ibtal Distribution Cost in Region j (1986 $) 
if customers of type i in P.egion j are supplied directly from the factory 
if custcmers of type i in Region j are supplied from a warehouse in 
P.egion j 
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Customer 
Type 
Residential 
Household 
Intermediate 
Ccmnercial 
Central 
Station 
Utility 
DIRECT - FAC'roRY - CU=!ER SHIEMENTS COST CALCl;t.'I;~~ 
Factory Region k = II Rocky Mountain 
Market Region j = VII South Central 
;;:,~ !,verage Delivery ~l1l1\ber Shipments Shipn'ent Shipping Shipping 
In Region J Quantity Per Year Weight Distance Cost 
(MW!yr) (MIl' !slip) dij!qi Zi = qi*w ~ C(Zi' Skj) 
d;j qi 
40.0 .01 4000 1559.25 1652 635.96 
20.0 .50 40 77,962.50 1652 12121.61 
50.0 5.00 10 779.625.00 1652 121216.10 
Annual 
Cost 
DCkj 
4,676,873.10 
891,423.12 
2,228,557.80 
w = Solar lIrray Unit Weight (kg/MW) 
= 155,~25 kg~ 
= Annual distribution cost in region j 
for customers supplied directly 
from the factory in Region k 
(in manufacturing yea' )l1ars) 
* (l-Xij) * C(Zi. Skj)(1+gT)l986 -1977 
if customers of type i in region j 
are supplied directly from the factory 
INFLATIOO RATE 
if customers of type i in region j 
are .supplied from a warehouse in region j !lr = 7%!year 
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WAREIlcusrn:; COST CALClJLIITIoo FOR =Ioo j = VII SOO'Ill CENTRAL 
r' Shi._nt = O' (!I'l) .40 .80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.80 2.20 
Warehouse size F. i ;:= 353.95 O.\(ml~ 141.58 283.16 353.95 424.74 495.53 637.11 778.69 
I 
Equi_nt COst 
E = (1.07)Q *1< .. (F J )*oj 6,273 12,547 15,684 18,820 21,957 28,231 34,504 
FacUi ties COst 
B = (1.09)1 *1< b (FJ )*I>:i 70,1ll 139,120 171.822 204,525 237.228 3(}2.633 368,039 
Warehcuse Lease COSt (1986 ~ 10,402 20,666 25,571 30,475 35,380 45,189 54,909 
Ie .. (0.\) = .25E + .126B 
Personnel COSt 
(1.08)Q *P(Fj )*lj 51,348 51,348 51,348 51,348 51,348 51,348 51,348 
Utilities COst 
(1.12)' *1.20*uj*Fj 565 1,131 1,413 1,696 1,979 2,544 3,109 
Property Tax, Maintenance and Insurance 
.06*(£ + B) 
4,583 9,100 11,250 13,401 15,551 19,852 24,153 
Warehcuse Operating cost (1986 $/YR) 56,496 61,579 64,011 66,445 68,878 73,744 78,610 
CC.i (O.i ) 
Inventory Cacrying COSt (1986 $/lffi) 37,750 75,500 94,375 113,250 132,125 169,875 207,625 
CC(O~ ) = 94375*0.; 
Warehcusing COst (1986 $/lffi) 
W· (O,i) = CC(O.i.l + CC_; (OJ) + Ie (O~l 104.648 157.745 183,957 210,170 236,383 288,808 341,234 
*Cl?timal Level 
~ional COst Indices Inflation Rates 
e,l. = Equi_nt = .927 g:r = Equipnent = 7% 
b' J = Facilities = .927 gH = Facilities = 9\ 
Ij = Letor = .937 gs = Letor - 8% 
u' J = Utilities = .200 g£ = Utilities = 12% 
9 = 
'f Transp:>rtation K 7\ 
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ANNUAL DISTRIEUTIOO = FOR WAREHOUSE TRl\NSSHImENTS 
IN RffiION j = II RJCI\Y z.!:UNrAIN 
FAcroRY IDCATIOO REl3IOO k = VII saJTH CENTRAL 
CUstarer Type i X" Ij d" 
',\ 
x" *d" 1,\ 1,\ qj 
1 Household 1 40.0 40.0 .01 
2 Intermediate 0 20.0 0.0 .50 
3 Central Station 0 50.0 0.0 0.00 
110.0 40.0 5.51 
Warehouse - custarer distance = Yij 
= Sid = 1.652 km Factory-warehouse distance 
Solar Array Unit weight = \.. = 155,925 kg/MW 
Warehouse ODder Quantity Qj (MW) .40 
Weight q.i ·w 62,370 
Deliveries/Year = di.i "i1 /Q,i 100 
order processing cast @$50/delivery 5,000 
Cbst,ldelivery C(Q.l *W,S II.i ) 
Inflation Factor = (1 + .07)' 9 697 
Pnnual Transportation Cbst Till (Qj) 
(1986 Dollars) 1,791 999 
Inventory carrying Cost CC(Q,i ) 37,750 
Warehouse Operating Cbst OC~ (Q.i ) 56,496 
warehouse Leasing Cost LCj(Qj) 10,402 
Annual Warehousing Cbst W j (Qj ) 104,648 
(1986 Dollars) 
Fixed Delive.ry Cost 1iC KM 140,823 
M:: 
Variable Delivery Cbst VC*KM 41,739 
Inflation Factor = (BaT)k = 1.83846 
Annual I.ocal. Delivery Costs L j 182,562 
(1986 Dollars) 
Total Annual Distril:ution Cbst 
for Regicn j ~~shipnents (1986 $) 2,079,209 
ICki ;) 
ICki (0,) = Tki (0,) +Wi (0,) + L; 
(di,i T"i.i )* liSL:!! "Xjj y.-
we 1,\ 
238,981.250 50.0 
0.000 50.0 
0.000 50.0 
I(M= 238,981.25.L_ , 
1iC = $24,039/year 
vc = $.095/km 
t-!C = 75,000 )un/vehicle 
. ~ - Uluu", 4 ............... v ..... 
.80 1.00 
124,740 155,925 ~ 
50 40 
2,500 2,000 
19 395 24 243 
1,787 402 1,786,484 
75,500 94,375 
61,579 64,011 
20,666 25,571 
157,745 183,957 
35,206 140,823 
41,739 41,739 
182,562 182,562 
2,127,709 2,153,003 
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-- I Sales Revenues (By ProCluc'\: and L.'lgionl 
0-50 I' 
,/ Cost of Goods Sold (By Proauct. ana Region) 
:{ 
0-51 
0-52 ~l ~ 
Marketing Expenses (By product and Rsgion) 
Distribution E:''Pensss (5y P"ca:luc';: and Region) 
{ Income Taxes (By Pt'Oduct and Region) 0-53 
Net Profit After Tcmes (By Product: and Region) 0-54 
Solar Array Price Estimates (By ProCluc'c and Region) 0-55 
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~ -Type Market i Region j '~ 
~ West Coast 
11 Roc.-;y ~Iountain 
~11 North Central 
~v Great Lakes 
~ North Eastern 
tvl South Eastern 
tv11 South Central 
All Regions 
SALES REVENUES* (By PI"oduct and Region) 
ResidentIal. ~;--COl\iillercfu f'---=::::oublic V~ilitv Housel101Cl i IntermEdiate, C e,l~Tal , 
, S<t ~·l.:ion 1 ? j 3 ! 
__ ~_.;_. _. ___ .L. _
_
 
l ~ $82,417,7,18 , $38,966,310 ! $70,161,132 96,751,794 '16,067, dOO 69,086,979 
16,952,037 8,032,317 
° 17,537,420 8,279,872 
° 34,660,2114 16,.192,347 75,,'58,516 
16,987,530 8,078,540 0 
65,94,5,158 31,378,876 71.,786,047 
$331,251,931 ! $157,295,662 I $286,'192,674 (4207\:;) !.-(2003%) I (3700%) 
*Expressed in 1986 Manufacturing Yesr $/year 
D-49 
All 
Products 
$191,545,190 
211,906,173 
24,984,354 
25,817,292 
126,611,107 
25,066,070 
169,110,081 
$775,040,267 (100.0%) 
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COST OF GOODS SOLD* 
(By Product and Region) 
, 
Residentlal Intermediate 
Market Region Household CoIMtercial 
Products Products 
J. West Coast $47,950,000 $23,975,000 
J.l Rocky Mountain 57,540,000 28,770,000 
111 North Central 9,590,000 4,795,000 
lV Great Lakes 9,590,000 4,795,000 
~ North Eastern 19,180,000 9,590,000 
tvl SOuth Eastern 9,590,000 4,795,000 
V11 SOuth Central 38,360,000 19,180,000 
All Regions $191,800,000 $95,900,000 
I 
I 
*Expressed in 1986 Manufacturing Year Dollars 
Based on a Manufacturing Price of $.959/Peak Watt 
\ ' 
v ; . 
D-50 
Central 
Utility 
Stations 
$47,950,000 
47,950,000 
° 
° 
47,950,000 
0 
47,950,000 
$191,800,000 
Total 
Cost of 
Good Sold 
$119,875,000 
134,260,000 
14,385,000 
14,385,000 
76,720,000 
14,385,000 
105,490,000 
$479,500,000 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
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-- ~ Marke Type Region j 
... West Coast 
11 Rocky ~lountain 
111 North Central 
lV Great Lakes 
~ North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
V11 South Central 
All Regions 
MARKETING EXPENSES* 
(By Product and Region) 
ReS1oenl:lal- COIill1lercial PUblic utlli ty 
Household Intermediate Central Station 
1 2 3 
$9,623,1114 $3,425,556 $1,300,044 
11,440,1.177 4,071,312 1,291,219 
1,852,787 659,152 
° 
2,083,809 744,090 
° 
3,431,845 1,216,007 :;',077,732 
1,599,745 566,058 
° 
6,615,975 2,342,060 1,097,190 
$36,648,052 $13,024,235 $4,766,185 
*Expressed in 1986 Manufacturing Year Do11ars/year 
.• j 
1:1 
., . 
;;";"1 
.1 D-51 
lU.L 
Products 
$14,349,014 
16,803,008 
2,511,939 
2,827,899 
5,725,584 
2,165,803 
10,055,225 
$54,438,472 
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~ Market Region Type i 
I West Coast 
II Rocky fuuntain 
III North Central 
N Great Lakes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
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DISTRIBUTION EXPENSES* 
(By Product and Region) 
Residential Connnercial 
Household Interrrediate 
1 2 
Frcm Warehouse Direct 
$1,296,406 $432,523 
127,947 63,974 
665,811 283,217 
852,920 375,104 
2,145,472 974,241 
944,205 409,328 
2,127,709 891,423 
$8,160,470 $3,249,810 
*Expressed in 1986 Manufacturing Year Dollars/Year • 
. '"0_.' " 211LI't 
'A',S')" \\"'1-, . .... 
'-~,-
Public Utility All 
Central Station Products 
3 
Direct 
$856,050 $2,593,979 
106,623 298,544 
0 949,028 
0 1,228,024 
4,871,208 7,990,921 
0 1,353,533 
2,228,558 5,247,690 
$8,071,439 ;;19,661,719 
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men·IE TAXES* 
i 
(By Product and Region) 
f", 
: 
J ! 
• 
t" 
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/ 
< ~ ResiClen'i:ia! Commercial Public utility All Type i Household InteDilediate Central Station Products Market 1 2 3 Region i 
• 
I West.. (bast $12,009,443 $5,677,947 $10,223,480 $27,910,870 
II Rocky l>buntain 14,098,118 6,712,679 10,066,960 30,877,757 
~ III North Central 2,470,154 1,170,423 0 3,640,577 
IV Great I,akes 2,555,453 1,206,495 0 3,761,948 
V North Eastern 5,050,493 2,403,171 10,995,383 18,449,047 
VI South Eastern 2,475,325 1,177,159 0 3,652,484 
VII South Central 9,609,152 4,572,351 10,460,252 24,641,755 
1 , 
All Regions $48,268,l38 $22,920,225 $41,746,075 $112,934,438 l 
1 
l I 
.. , 
*Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
{ : 
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~ Type i Market Region i 
i 
L I West Coast 
i II Rocky /obuntain 
III North Central 
N Great. Lakes 
I 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
NET PROFIT AFTER TAXES* 
(By Product and Region) 
Residential CoIllll\ercial 
Household Intermediate 
1 2 
$11,538,485 $5,455,283 
13,545,251 6,449,436 
2,373,285 1,124,525 
2,455,239 1,159,182 
4,852,434 2,308,929 
2,378,254 1,130,996 
9;232,322 4,393,043 
$46,275,270 $22,02l,394 
I - *Expressed in 1986 (manufacturing year) dollars. 
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D-54 
Public utility 
Central Station 
3 
$9,822,559 
9,672,177 
0 
0 
10,564,192 
0 
10,050,046 
$40,108,974 
All 
Products 
$26,816,327 
29,666,864 
3,497,810 
3,614,421 
17,725,555 
3,509,250 
23,675,411 
1,.108,505,638 
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r ~-Type . Mar~et J. RegJ.On j 
I 
I West Coast 
II Rocky Mountain 
III North Central 
N Great r,akes 
V North Eastern 
VI South Eastern 
VII South Central 
All Regions 
SOLAR ARRAY PRICE ESTIMATES* 
(By Product and Region) 
(1975 $/Watt) 
Residential Commercial 
Household Intermediate 
1 2 
$.860 $.813 
.841 .801 
.884 .838 
.914 .863 
.904 .860 
.886 .842 
.860 .818 
$.864 $.820 
T *Expressed in deflated 1975 dollars per watt. i. 
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D-55 
Public utility All 
central Station Products 
3 
$.732 $.799 
.720 .789 
- .868 
- .897 
.787 .825 
- .87l 
.749 .801 
$.747 $.808 
'; .: ] 
